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RESEARCHGATE PROJECTS:
UNREGULATED ACADEMIC SOCIAL
MEDIA
Jaime A. Teixeira da Silva1
Abstract
ResearchGate (RG) is one of the most popular academic social media platforms currently available to scientists. Allowing scientists, researchers and academics (SRAs) to network through the
creation of a free account. RG provides a virtually unlimited ability for SRAs to share research, contact each other through an integrated platform and share ideas. In recent times, projects have been
increasing in scope and visibility, fortifying the RG network status. This paper examines some of the
project-related features at RG and points out, within a wider examination of RG and other SRA-oriented academic social media platforms, the existing benefits and risks. The results of this work will
allow SRAs to manage and invest their time in a better way.
Keywords: academic social network, accountability, citation fraud, hidden costs and conflicts of interest, retracted papers, transparency

ResearchGate: risks, positive and negative aspects
ResearchGate (RG)2 is an academic social networking site (ASNS) that allows scientists, researchers and academics (SRAs) to build academic profiles freely, upload
published papers and other data-sets, and network with other SRAs of similar academic backgrounds either to share or find new research ideas, or to expand their network.
Wikipedia [2017] indicates that there are over 11 million users, although it is unclear if
they are all SRAs. Despite these positive aspects, still a relatively conservative SRA base,
that is not tech-savvy, is reticent about RG and the benefits it can bring. Some of the
most concerning aspects of RG are: the creation of profiles using publicly available data
without the knowledge or explicit permission of the person profiled [Wikipedia 2017],
the existence of retracted literature in an unretracted state which makes it possible to
promulgated such literature [Teixeira da Silva, Bornemann-Cimenti, 2017], and a whole
host of factors that serve to diminish trust in this ASNS e.g. the inclusion of literature
that is neither scholarly nor properly vetted, the inclusion of papers published in hijacked
or “predatory” journals [Dadkhah et al. 2016], the promotion of such journals on RG and
the use of suspect “quality” works, which gives them a false sense of academic validity
[Memon 2016; Wikipedia 2017], the use of the RG Score to grant papers a false sense
of quality mimicking the Clarivate Analytics (formerly Thomson Reuters) journal impact
factor [Memon, 2017]. These cases indicate that there are still relatively weak moder1
P. O. Box 7, Miki-cho post office, Ikenobe 3011-2, Kagawa-ken, 761-0799, Japan, jaimetex@
yahoo.com
2
https://www.researchgate.net/
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ation policies at RG that screen and monitor the content that is posted. Despite these
documented flaws, RG appears to keep expanding. It has been recently learned that RG
received a 52 million US$ investment in November 2015. However, this was only announced publicly in February 20173.
Projects at ResearchGate
1. “Forced” additions and the use of RG projects as free advertising
ResearchGate has seen an increase in the number of projects. To better understand
RG projects and their functionality and flaws some real-case examples are used, with
screenshots to offer a visual aid to those ideas and to discuss the benefits or possible
flaws and risks.
The discussion begins by using the RG project of an established and reputable leading researcher in the field of plant cryopreservation, a field of interest and expertise of
Dr. Barbara M. Reed. The top page of Dr. Reed’s RG profile indicates that she has four
projects (P): an ongoing project on the mineral nutrition of in vitro plants using computer
modeling, in which Dr. Reed links to some of her published literature as a literature support of this topic (P1); an international project with Kazakhstan to cryopreserve Berberis
germplasm and to record the progress achieved as the project evolves (P2); a call for
papers on plant cryopreservation for a special issue to be published by SpringerNature’s
In Vitro Cellular and Developmental Biology – Plant (IVCDB-P) on behalf of the Society
for In Vitro Biology (SIVB) (P3); a call to join The 3rd ISHS (International Society for Horticultural Science) International Symposium on Plant Cryopreservation (P4) (Fig. 1). Members of the public can freely view the project goals, project members and collaborators,
participating institutions and project logs i.e. achieved goals if any.
Fig. 1A Screenshot of a Barbara M. Reed’s (USDA) ResearchGate profile on 16.12.2016.
Source: https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Barbara_M_Reed

3

https://www.researchinformation.info/news/researchgate-announces-52m-investment
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Careful scrutiny of P1’s log indicates that Dr. Reed in fact made a sales pitch on
July 31, 2016 for a commercial company based in the USA, Phytotechnology labs (more
correctly, PhytoTechnology Laboratories®) (Fig. 1B), i.e. willingly or not Dr. Reed is using RG to promote commercial products which is free advertising. This then calls into
question if there are any hidden commercial or other ties and interests between Dr. Reed
and Phytotechnology Laboratories®, or if PhytoTechnology Laboratories® is even aware
of the fact that Dr. Reed is using RG to freely promote this company and its products.
Since no conflicts of interest (COIs) are explicitly indicated, one assumes, given the highly respectable status of this leading plant scientist in the peer community, that there are
none. A 2015 paper by Dr. Reed, however, curiously published in IVCDB-P, for which she
serves as an editor, lists PhytoTechnology Laboratories® products (see materials and
methods in Poothong and Reed 2015). So, there is most definitely a strongly possible
hidden commercial COI. Even so, when there are commercial interests in RG projects,
even more so when products are being advertised in this manner, there should be a
formal declaration of COIs – or the lack thereof – by the project leader, in this case Dr.
Reed. Furthermore, RG needs to offer guidance and norms for projects, which currently
do not exist.
Fig. 1B Screenshot of a Barbara M. Reed’s (USDA) ResearchGate profile on 16.12.2016.
Source: https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Barbara_M_Reed

P3 presents a complex publishing ethics question, namely if a for-profit publisher
like Springer Nature, which publishes IVCDB-P, should be allowed to make use of RG for
advertising books freely or publishing projects that will ultimately be sold for profit, even
if their objectives are academic (Fig. 1C).
P3, like other RG projects, has its own unique URL 4. The same financial concern
involves P4 which was added by another of Dr. Reed’s collaborators, Marcos Martinez-Montero from Cuba, on November 26, 2016. This project, which is in fact a call to
attend an international symposium in Cuba, displays prices and fees for registrants and
even contact details for the travel agency (Fig. 1D), serving as a direct free form of advertising at RG with unlimited access to potentially millions of “clients”.
Careful scrutiny of P2 indicates that it was not her who added this project to RG,
but in fact one of her project collaborators in Kazakhstan, Natalya Romadanova (Fig.
2A). SRAs can add other SRAs to their projects without even asking for their permission,
which occurred to the researcher (Fig. 2B), who then contacted an individual by email
and requested his removal from that project. However, even if the researcher wants to be
removed from the project, RG does not offer this possibility, i.e. a project that includes
an SRA acts somewhat “forcefully” and without an opt-out, “remove” or “cancel” choice.
This case indicates that known or unknown SRAs can be knowingly or unknowingly
drawn into networks via RG projects by known or unknown SRAs that have a profile at
RG. An SRA at RG is given the opportunity to add projects to his/her profile if one chooses to do so (Fig. 2C).

4

https://www.researchgate.net/project/Plant-Cryopreservation
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Fig. 1C Screenshot of a Barbara M. Reed’s (USDA) ResearchGate profile on 16.12.2016.
Source: https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Barbara_M_Reed

Fig. 1D Screenshot of a Barbara M. Reed’s (USDA) ResearchGate profile on 16.12.2016.
Source: https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Barbara_M_Reed
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Fig. 2 Screenshot of Barbara M. Reed’s (USDA) second ResearchGate project on 16.12.2016
(A) and 30.9.2016 (B).
Sources: https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Barbara_M_Reed (A); https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Jaime_Teixeira_Da_Silva (B, C).

2. Addition to RG projects without an invitation or explicit permission
This section highlights two cases in which the author of this article (who will be
referred by personal pronoun I in the following text) was added to RG projects without
ever having been invited and without the project leaders ever having informed me of
their intention by email (that they wanted to add me to their projects), or that they in fact
had already added me to their projects. As a disclaimer, the first project leader had been
involved with me several years back in a research project on strawberry and citrus crops.
As can be seen in Fig. 3A, I learned that I had been included on a RG project by email
(an RG email alert). At about the same time, I received a separate email from RG indicating that a “mysterious” individual had read my project, but to “find out who” I had to log
in, forcing traffic to the RG site. Not only was I added as a collaborator, but our research
was then linked into the project (Fig. 3B). Within the same day (February 7, 2017) the
project had already accumulated 23 project followers and 6 collaborators (Fig. 3C). On
my own RG account there is no option allowing RG project collaborators, who have been
“forcefully” added by other researchers, to remove themselves from projects. The only
way to be removed from an RG project as a collaborator is to send a message to the project leader and/or members using the RG messaging system, or by contacting them by
email. Fortunately, after contacting the project leader and some collaborators by email
and through RG, I was removed from the project. Ten days later (February 17, 2017) the
same problem repeated itself with another project having been added to my RG account
without my permission (Fig. 3D). The process to get removed from an RG project for
which we never asked to be included is laborious, time-consuming and stressful.
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Fig. 3 Screenshots of emails and own ResearchGate account showing forced inclusion into a
RG project on 7.2.2017 (A) and 17.2.2017 (B).
Sources: https://www.researchgate.net/project/Transgenic-strawberry-State-of-the-art-forimproved-traits (A, B, C); https://www.researchgate.net/project/plant-antioxidant (D).

Conclusions
RG serves as a useful platform for SRAs to increase their academic visibility and
showcase their published work. It also allows them to fortify or expand their networks,
seeking new partners, ideas or inclusions into new projects. SRAs need to be aware of
the risks and pitfalls of ASNSs like RG so that they can make smart academic decisions
that will fortify their careers and maximize the productivity of their invested time in academics. When establishing or joining projects at RG, SRAs should carefully examine the
background information, objectives, project leader and desired outcome to avoid entering into an unscholarly – or worse, potentially fraudulent scheme that is set-up simply to
catch unsuspecting victims (as in the case of hijacked journals). The use of RG projects
as free advertising of commercial products – as has been done by Dr. Reed of the USDA
– needs to be moderated and adjudicated. RG needs to set up strict rules, norms and
guidelines for what should or cannot be included in projects to avoid platform abuse and
the use of this ASNS to hide COIs, commercial purposes, etc. The case highlighted here
indicates that RG is still highly unregulated, that researchers are dealing with issues that
even highly reputable SRAs like Dr. Reed appear to have not yet considered. Wider discussion is required to fortify the applicability of RG projects and to limit their risks. If RG
projects are not strictly regulated by RG and remain only purely self-regulated by users
of this ASNS, RG risks quickly becoming overrun with non-academic ventures aimed at
predatory economic exploitation but the same time veiling as academic projects with
academic objectives.
Regulation and greater scrutiny are required since the top page of any RG account
holder shows the current project status and attempts to entice the account holder to add
projects by indicating the number of individuals within a network that are currently using
such projects (Fig. 4A). The ability to include a person into a project, without their knowledge or without their implicit permission and without the ability of the person added to
challenge that inclusion or remove themselves from a project voluntarily is one of the
greatest abuses of the RG project platform (Fig. 4B). The latest irritant RG projects are almost idiotic questions asking if two published papers are linked to the same RG project.
In my case, in particular, the question is ridiculous for two reasons (Fig. 5): not only I do
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not have any RG projects, but also the papers are clearly not linked, suggesting that all
of these processes are robotized, just wasting researchers’ valuable time and patience.
Fig. 4 Screenshots of own ResearchGate account showing luring marketing and forced inclusion into a RG project on 31.12.2016 (A) and 12.1.2017 (B, top) and 13.1.2017 (B, bottom).
Source: https://www.researchgate.net/project/In-vitro-clonal-propagation-of-citrus-plants

Fig. 5 Screenshots of own ResearchGate account showing silly questions on 2.2.2017 (top)
and 24.2.2017 (bottom).
Source: https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Jaime_Teixeira_Da_Silva

Disclaimer and conflicts of interest
The author has an RG account. The author declares no conflicts of interest.
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IDEOLOGEME AS A
REPRESENTATIVE OF THE BASIC
CONCEPTS OF IDEOLOGY IN
THE MEDIA DISCOURSE
Taras Lylo1
Abstract
The paper systematises and analyses basic definitions, classifications, functions, and forms
of expression of the ideologeme as a fundamental unit of ideology, as well as reveals the specific
features of functioning of ideologemes in the media discourse. In particular, it elaborates on the issue
of ideologeme and mythologeme convergence, which can cause mythologization of ideology and
ideologization of mythology. A special emphasis is placed on the ability of ideologemes to adapt the
structural units of the myth to their content.
The purpose of the article is to determine the ability of ideologeme to represent an ideology in
the media discourse in the light of its definition framework and functional parameters.
Keywords: mass media, ideologeme, mythologeme, ideology, ideologization.

Introduction
In recent years, the concept of “ideologeme” has been widely used in sociology,
cultural studies, linguistics and other humanities. In the media studies it has been less
popular due to the attempts to get rid of the ideological bias in mass media environment
in particular, which prevents use of the term for the analysis of the media content. Such
dependence is a manifestation of a broader lexicographical trend. According to the author of the study Игры в слова (Word Games) [2013] A. Vasiliev, recently linguists have
often preferred to talk about the fact that the post-soviet stage lexicography “breaks
free” from the earlier imposed ideological characteristics and judgements; that society
has passed from the “ideologeme” system to the system of “culturemes” – i.e. language
units with semantics that matches the axiological object and are devoid of axiological
build-up and impregnation [Kupina, 2000, p. 183], while “de-ideologization” has become
a factor that largely determines intra-cultural and inter-cultural tolerance [Kupina, Myhailova, 2002. p.25]. Other researchers [Fedotova, 2007, p. 330-334] argue that the development of information and communication technologies, global interconnection networks,
and the mass media “invasion” significantly influenced the ideological space. In addition,
mass information and publicist discourse along with the ideological and political ones,
are basis for the representation of ideologemes.

1
Dr Taras Lylo, Ivan Franko National University of Lviv, Ukraine, Lviv, 79044, General Chuprynka Street 49, e-mail: tlylio@ukr.net.
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Definitions
The definitions of the concept of ideologeme are divided into two distinct categories: linguistic and cognitive. The researcher E. Nakhimova [Nakhimova, 2011, p. 152-156]
suggests that within the framework of the linguistic vector two approaches should be
outlined – the narrow (lexicological) and the wide one (semiotic). It is within the semiotic
approach that the concept of ideologeme has gained a foothold. This concept was first
described by M. Bakhtin. He interpreted the ideologeme as a way of representing particular ideology: “Every word/discourse betrays the ideology of its speaker; great novelistic
heroes are those with the most coherent and individuated ideologies. Therefore, every
speaker is an ideologue and every utterance is an ideologeme” [Bakhtin, 1981, p. 429].
Most subsequent definitions to some extent can be found in M. Bakhtin’s approach. He
defines the ideologeme as a way of expression or representation of a particular ideology.
In western reference materials, the ideologeme is usually interpreted as a fundamental
unit of ideology. M. Bakhtin views the ideologeme in a broad semiotic sense (i.e. the
word as a social sign is an ideological phenomenon), however some researchers [Marling, 1994, p. 279] believe that the first semiotically driven definition of the ideologeme
was provided by Julia Kristeva, who in the work Le Texte du Roman argues that the natural locus of the ideological content is a symbol. In the Renaissance, a transition from the
symbol to the sign (a dominant way of thinking) occurred. J. Kristeva notes: “the novel is
a narrative structure revealing the ideologeme of the sign” [Kristeva, 1986, p. 63].
Other researchers define this concept as “a word (or composed name) with the
semantics containing an ideological component or a worldview paradigm wrapped in
a linguistic form” [Kupina, 2000, p. 183], “a cognitive category, source of conceptual
schemes and categories” [Vodak, 1997, p. 27], “mental unit that includes an ideological component” [Nakhimov, 2011, p. 194], “the minimum piece of written text or speech
stream, object or symbol that is perceived by the author, listener, or reader as a reference
to the meta-language or to an imaginary code of ideological norms and fundamental
ideological attitudes...” [Guseinov, 2003, p. 27]. N. Klushina interprets the ideologeme as
an “ideologically saturated generalising word (usually figurative), a metaphor that has a
strong suggestive force (bright future, empire of evil, axis of evil, Cold War, etc.) [Klushina,
2008, p. 38]. The researcher examines the ideologeme through the prism of communicative linguistics and argues that such words set a certain ideological modality of the text;
words-ideas acquire a certain stable content, while quasi-synonymous and quasi-antonymous ranks facilitate the required stylistic and semantic rethinking of the worldview
word-symbol. Other approaches define the ideologeme as “a special type of a multi-level
concept within which ideologically marked conceptual features containing the collective,
often stereotyped and even mythological representation of power, the state, civil society,
political and ideological institutions for language speakers emerge” [Malysheva 2009,
p.35].
The researcher K. Serazhym [16, 238] argues that ideologemes are usually constant
because they are based mainly on “eternal values”, the essence of which is only modified
on the basis of their communicative and cultural environment. Other studies focus on
the variation of the above environment, which makes it possible to treat the ideologeme
as a non-self-sufficient and volatile concept (depending on the conjuncture). An example
of such instability can be the dynamics of receptions of the “propaganda” ideologeme
from positive in the Soviet media discourse to negative after the collapse of the USSR
and its rehabilitation (primarily for the purpose of this ideologeme) in context of the Russian-Ukrainian war in the eastern Ukraine.
Ideologeme and Mythologeme
In today’s media discourse, there are attempts to make the concepts of ideologeme
and mythologeme synonymous or at least quasi-synonymous. This can be illustrated by
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the article Сталінградські міфологеми Путіна (Putin’s Stalingrad Myths) by S. Hrabovskyi
[Hrabovskyi, 2013] with the following subheading: “Never before have the ideological
foundations of the Russian neo-totalitarianism been outlined so openly” and Грандіозна
маніпуляція та її витоки (Large-scale Manipulation and its Origins) [Hrabovskyi 2015]
(the subheading: “The ‘Great Patriotic War’ without Soviet ideologemes”) or the publication by O. Mandebura [Mandebura, 2005] which refers to the definition of the mythologeme of “society in clash”, “revolution and division of the country into two warring camps”.
According to N. Shulga [Shulga, 2006], such synonymy is based on the fact that most
myths are universal and are used in different versions and interpretations in forms of social relationships – such as ideology, religion, propaganda, advertising, and popular culture. However, while an ideologeme is an element of ideology, a mythologeme is defined
as a structural unit of a myth; therefore, they differ significantly in a number of aspects.
In particular, researchers S. Kordonskyi and N. Shulga note that firstly, ideologemes are
partial and do not provide a comprehensive description of the order, rather they are concentrated ideas (sometimes to the level of slogans) of what a certain political power
is dissatisfied with and how it will act in order to advance to the ideal social order. The
mythologeme, on the other hand, is a stable state of social consciousness holding the
canons for describing the order. “Mythologemes explain the existing things and explain
why they operate in a certain way. They are a conceptual substantiation of the conduct
in society... Over the past five thousand years, the internal logic of mythologemes has
remained virtually the same” [Kordonskyi, 2006, p. 181]. Secondly, the ideologeme as a
basis for political activity is more rational; unlike mythologemes, ideologemes are usually used consciously. Despite these differences, some researchers (N. Klushina et al.)
admit the convergence of such concepts as ideologemes and mythologemes. One of the
first to note this was R. Barth, who in his work Mythologies [Barth, 1996] treats the mythologeme as to some extent the essence of ideology, as a guarantor of ideological life.
A favourable environment for such convergence is generated in totalitarian societies,
where mythologization of ideological formations is a common thing, “as any ideology
focuses on the popularisation of an artificially created world view one has to believe in,
rather than on a real reflection of reality. Ideology contributes to the mythologization of
the social consciousness” [Vepreva, Shadrina, 2006] and creation of political myths that
develop into an ideologeme and make possible the necessary interpretation of reality.
On the other hand, ideologization of society is based on the mythological ideas of reality;
it makes use of these ideas for implanting in the human mind ideologemes necessary
for the government.
This relationship can be illustrated by analysing the basic ideologemes that have
determined the ideological framework of life in Chinese society over the past decades.
In the above regulation, the symbolism of numbers is essential – it was used by ancient
philosophical schools attempting to understand and explain the rhythms of cosmic life
and create their parallels in the earthly life. It is well known that everything can be reduced
to two principles (female yin and male yang), the five elements (water, fire, wood, metal,
earth) or eight trigrams. Not only did the use of numerological terms explain the order of
things, but it also facilitated memorisation of concepts, rules and theories. Communist
ideologues realised that state governance would be more effective if political terminology and basic ideologemes for society were encoded in catchy slogans. This is how the
ideological encoding of party directives, role models and phenomena to be condemned
was implemented. As a result, appeared such ideologemes as “the third world”, “one
country, two systems” (referring to the reintegration of Hong Kong with China in 1997),
“one central task and two basic points” (this ideologeme expresses the essence of the
today’s obligatory policy of building socialism with Chinese specifics), “two alls” (all that
Mao did was correct and all he said to do was appropriate; after Deng Xiaoping came to
power, this ideologeme was replaced with “the sole criterion of knowing the truth is practice”), “four modernisations” (actualised by Deng Xiaoping, it involves modernisation as
a condition for building socialism, industry, agriculture, science and culture), “the four
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cardinal principles” (recorded in the preamble to the constitution and the statute of the
Communist party: the socialist path, dictatorship of the proletariat, leadership of the party and the Marxist-Leninist-Maoist ideology; in 1982 “the dictatorship of the proletariat”
was replaced with “people’s democratic dictatorship”, and in 1997, the four ideological
principles were supplemented with the fifth one – “ideas of Deng Xiaoping”), “five black
elements” (the ideologeme appeared during the “cultural revolution” and regulated class
divisions until 1983, it was used to refer to the categories of society subjected to repression: landlords, rich peasants, counter-revolutionaries, generals, representatives of rightwing views), “five red elements” (workers, poor peasants and middle peasants, revolutionary cadres of the party, soldiers of the revolution or revolution martyrs). The system
of the most important print media of China was also marked with an ideologeme using
numbers – “seven newspapers and one magazine”: newspapers People’s Daily (Renmin
Ribao), People’s Liberation Army Daily (Jefangjun Bao), The Light Daily (Guangming Ribao), Worker’s Daily (Gongren Ribao), China Youth Daily (Zhonguo Qingnian Bao), Economic
Daily (Jingji Ribao), Reference News (Cankao Xiaoxi) and the journal Seeking the Truth
(Qiu Shi) - the theoretical organ of the CPC Central Committee. These examples demonstrate the possibility of both ideologization of a myth and mythologization of an ideology,
as well as the ability of ideologemes to adapt myths and symbols to their content.
Classification
Researchers single out typological and aspectual classifications of ideologemes.
According to N. Klushina, the publicist discourse manifests two main types of ideologemes: social (reflecting the paradigms and reference marks of society at a particular
period of its development) and personal. In the context of social ideologemes, the researcher described ideologemes that are conceptual for this type of discourse – they
are fundamental, ontological ideologemes for any society but have particular ethno-specific content. The term basic ideologemes is used by such researchers as T. Kuteneva
[Kuteneva, 2013], I. Vepreva and T. Shadrina, who argue that basic ideologemes contain
features that are ideologically important in a certain period creating the ideological detonatum. For example, model of the future, image of the state, national idea, dictatorship
of the proletariat, nationalism, socialism, conservatism, etc. Personal ideologemes tend
to emerge around heads of states, leaders or heroes (the father of peoples (Stalin), the
chief designer (Khrushchev), the true Leninist (Brezhnev), the architect of perestroika
(Gorbachev), Tsar Boris (Yeltsin), etc.). It should be noted that this classification is not
quite correct, since any ideologeme (including personal one) is socially important, because a dictionary defines the word social as associated with social life and relationships of people in society. Other researchers [Chudinov, 2003] suggest distinguishing between two types of ideologemes in political communication. The first consists of words
which meaning varies for supporters of different political views (democracy, capitalism,
socialism...). The second includes terms used exclusively by supporters of certain political views (socialist commonwealth countries/Soviet satellites). The Russian scholar
E. Malysheva [Malysheva, 2009, p. 38] comes up with a rather profound classification of
ideologemes:
-- based on the nature of conceptualisation of information: concept-ideologemes (nation, flag), frame-ideologemes (Olympics, sports), gestalt-ideologemes (freedom, equality), archetype-ideologemes (Lenin, Stalin, Putin);
-- based on the area of use and understanding by language speakers: commonly used
ideologemes that are understood differently (people, freedom), commonly used ideologemes that are understood in the same way (sports, homeland), ideologemes of limited
use (the researcher illustrates this category with a controversial ideologeme “Soviet soldiers – liberators” – comment added by T. L.);
-- taking into account the pragmatic component: ideologemes with the positive axiological modus (homeland, flag), ideologemes with the negative axiological modus (terror,
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fascism), ideologemes with the mixed axiological modus (president, patriotism, democracy);
-- based on relevance/irrelevance in the current ideological image of the world: ideologemes-historicisms (the Soviet people, socialist competition); new ideologemes or
contemporary ideologemes (coercion to peace, tolerance) re-actualized ideologemes
(Governor, Duma); universal ideologemes that are always topical (homeland, patriotism,
anthem).
According to other classifications [Karamova, 2015], ideologemes are divided into
mono-ideological ideologemes – phraseologemes loaded with ideological meaning relevant to a particular ideology; and poly-ideological ideologemes that are relevant for more
than one ideology.
Functions
One of the basic functions of ideologemes, that stems from the definitions of the
term, is the function of the language presentation of ideology or ideological concepts
and, consequently, ideologization of public consciousness through “explication and
representation of this or that ideology” [Bakhtin, 1981, p. 101, p.104]. Another function
of ideologemes is the axiological one. Its essence lies in the ability of ideologemes to
“group around a significant ideological concept that underlies axiological categories”
[Zhuravlev, 2004] and to establish a certain “axiological model” in the public mind. The
moral and didactic function, according to some researchers [Klushina, 2008], is associated primarily with personal ideologemes that help to shape the patterns of social
behaviour.
Ideologemes are rigid regulatory structures that do not allow anything that could
undermine their stability (and consequently the stability of the social order) to enter their
internal sense and value boundaries, hence it makes sense to single out the function of
stabilisation and consolidation of the ideological priorities of society.
The ideologeme is also described as the key and communicative unit of social and
political discourse, as a mean of ideological and political influence on socio-cultural activities of the public and as a uniting factor of society around the category of the public
good – therefore we can talk of the integrative function of ideologemes.
Some authors [Piontek, 2010, p. 85] interpret the ideologeme as a part of ideology,
an element of the ideological system that helps to understand and assess the attitudes
of individuals or groups of individuals towards reality. This brings us to another function
of ideologemes – i.e. a mediator between ideology and the attitude towards ideology.
In the media discourse, ideologemes also play the role of a substitute for historical
facts that are disadvantageous from the point of view of ideological interpretations of a
reality, particularly historic reality. When analysing the mechanisms of modern Russian
propaganda, the editor of the right-wing liberal newspaper Visión Independiente Kitty
Sanders notes that at the first stage propagandists clog the information field around the
enemy with their information viruses, memes and ideologemes, then after legitimising
their attack on the enemy in the eyes of the world public opinion, they try to drag and
neutralise the enemy in their information and semantic space under the guise of “objective reality”. As a result, instead of the memory of the tragic victims of World War II, the
ideologeme of the “great victory” appears. In this context, another method often works:
a certain historical fact is painted as an alien ideologeme to reduce the status and make
the fact unreliable. An example of this is the publication of Nikolai Shendarev under the
eloquent title Голодомор – это идеологема украинского национализма (Holodomor
(The Great Famine) – an Ideologeme of Ukrainian Nationalism) [Shendarev, 2016].
Forms of Expression
According to M. Novak, ideologemes always express the basic concepts of ideol-
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ogy, thus acquiring different forms of expression. Of course, ideologemes exist in the
form of a sign (word, visual image), and are expressed in semantic parameters. However,
the “form of expression of ideologemes does not have to be “materially” equivalent to
the content” [Novak, 2013]. For example, the ideologeme of “consumerism” can be introduced into the human mind without any material sign form. This type of relationship
between the content and the form of a sign is described among others by Giulietto Chiesa, when he analyses the functioning of the ideologemes of the consumerism ideology
in the advertising text. He describes a vehicle ad that reads as: “Get ready to want it!”.
The researcher believes that this phrase comprises the spirit and the ideology of the era,
the essence of which comes down to the following imperative: “Remember, your desires
do not belong to you. We offer them to you readymade. You only need to get ready for
them”. The author adds: “This is not advertising anymore, this is a lifestyle imposed on
the population of the planet” [Chiesa, 2006, p. 234].
Conclusions
The ideologeme is a unit of ideology and its explication. It can not only form an
individual’s attitude to reality, but primarily it can construct this reality on the axiological level and even replace it. Ideologemes are socially conditioned, i.e. their value core
directly depends on the social affiliation of those who articulate these ideologemes. A
characteristic feature of the functioning of ideologemes in the modern media text is their
ability to break free from the formal characteristics of their ideological existence, while
preserving their content and suggestive purpose.
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THE SYNTHESIS OF BINARY
OPPOSITIONS «TWO IN
ONE», «THREE IN ONE» AND
«FIVE AGAINST FOUR» IN
D.MEREZHKOVSKY’S RELIGIOUS
PUBLICISM
Mykola Rashkevych1
Abstract
The article presents a differentiation of connotations for the following numbers: one, two, three,
four and five from the Dmytro Merezhkovsky’s journalistic program. The implicative nature of the
numbers is already established. On its basis there is the synthesis of binary oppositions with religious
and philosophical directions and additional extrapolation of the number system into Russian political
and cultural areas in the first half of 20th century. The purpose of this article is to differentiate multiple connotations of author’s images and to demonstrate examples of their use. The subject of this
study is also to show the ways of reality reflection in the symbolist journalism. The article presents
numerical symbols in D. Merezhkovsky’s publicism.
Key words: symbol, number, The Third Testament, «new religious consciousness», God-Man, man-deity.

The symbolization of cognition with the purpose to form a specific recipient world
outlook was and remains one of the most important problems of modern journalism;
publicism in particular. The features of perspective (retrospective) and imagery were
always characteristic for publicistic texts – the moral authorities of humanity certainly
used special linguistic means. Aristotles called the ability to make basic poetic metaphors a special poetical gift. However, one should consider Dmitry Merezhkovsky a
true master of “conceptual metaphors” and symbolism. One of the important aspects
of symbolistic interpretation of reality represented in works of art and journalism of an
ethnic Ukrainian is the numerical symbolism - this article is dedicated to the research of
its connotations.
One of the important aspects of symbolistic interpretations of the reality, represented in the fiction and journalism texts of Dmytro Merezhkovsky, was numerical symbolism. The author modeled the unique semantics by means of synthesis of Christian faith
and out-of-Christian esotericism (peoples’ notions, world culture heritage and ancient
philosophy), that is why the achieved result enables to comprehend in full measure the
quantitative and qualitative indication of the worldview of the thinker.
1
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Numbers in the journalistic discourse of Dmytro Merezhkovsky are used not only
for better understanding of textual semantics, but also for comprehension of the evolutionary principles with the outlook ideologies (such as religious, philosophical, political, cultural, etc.) reflected in them. It is important to research these categories not by
communicative text analysis (where they are explicated verbally) but rather by detecting
them in the Merezhkovsky’s religious-philosophical system. It means that the disclosure
of semantics of numbers-symbols in the context of symbolism of journalistic works of
Russian Symbolism founder enables the reader to comprehend the valuable purpose of
his journalistic and public activities that is the prevention and overcoming of Bolshevik
dictatorship in Russia.
«One» as a symbol of the emigration and nation unity
In Dmytro Merezhkovsky’s publicistic discourse “one” as a symbol is interesting not
as nominative, but in the context of the already mentioned system-forming principles
«two in one» and «three in one». “One” for Merezhkovsky is the exit from the deep religious, spiritual, cultural, political and social crisis, in which the society was immersed,
due to its binary nature and its identity as «Kingdom of the Spirit» and «Kingdom of
Caesar» outlined by M. Berdyaev. In this way, in the article «Backblocks» (1928), sympathizing with anti-Bolshevik Russian emigration author is trying to define the key task of
the one in his traditional way of philosophical synthesis: «Two Russias, two emigrations,
external and internal are fulfilling the same matter; no matter how many times they were
segregated or they divorced themselves, these two Russias are the only one, and their
way is only one as well – the way of a grain… So do not forget that our [emigration] death
is the death or the life of Russia; so do not forget that it is possible to smolder, however
it is possible to grow as a green sprout through the darkness of the Backblocks up to the
sun…» [Merezhkovsky, 1928].
Ideological antinomies and synthesizing potential of number «two»
Universe, according to Merezhkovsky, consists of multiple antinomies, which are
based on number “two”. This tendency could be also formally observed on the headline level of the publicistic works: «Two Islams», «Two renunciations», «Two Russias»,
«Nationalism and religion», «Cross and pentagram», «Reformation or Revolution», «The
Tragedy of chastity and lust», «Christianity and Caesarity», «East and West», «War and
Religion», «Not peace, but a sword», «devil and God» and others.
It should be noted that the phenomenon of duality is not only typical for Russian
cultural space of Christianity era (even imperial double-headed eagle as a symbol of
territorial claims to the East and the West did not become the result of crystallization of
the national spiritual heritage, but it was adopted from Byzantium). Furthermore, number
two occurs quite often in the pagan culture. This is due to the fact that the very essence
of our ancestors’ lives was determined by struggles between two principles – Good and
Evil. Hence there are ambivalent mythological images of Whitegod and Blackgod, alive
and dead etc. Linguist V.Toporov states that number two fits well into the basis of binary
oppositions of mythopoetic and early scientific works beginning with the general idea of
monads mutual parts (male - female as two gender categories, sky - earth and day - night
as spatio-temporal components of the cosmos structure etc.) and up to the themes of
parity, twinning, duality [Toporov, 1980].
System-creational function of the number-symbol “two” in Dmytro Merezhkovsky’s
works is not accidental, since “two” is the first number in the natural arithmetic range
where the number division starts. The concept of the organization of the Universe based
on the duality as a dual nature permeates Dmytro Merezhkovsky’s fiction and journalistic
heritage. Even the author’s philosophical system is set up on the basis of the struggle
between two opposites – positivism and symbolism, total rationalism and mysticism: he
begins from one point just to come up to another one. “Two” for the thinker is, above all,
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the synthesis, the desire to overcome ambivalence, which was generated with political,
economic or worldview division of society for the purpose of achieving unity of antagonistic principles. That is why the first divisible number for D. Merezhkovsky is not only
“two”, it is «two in one». The publicist promotes a courageous theory about so called two
Russias, two opposite poles – Russia in the past and Russia in the future. In the ideological dynamics these both embody the process of «the negation of the old – approval of
the new one, however between them there is savagery limit, volcanic crack, the beginning
of earthquake able to change the face of the earth» [Merezhkovsky, 1915]. It is somehow
unexpected, but personalized embodiment of the first Russia «savage» is Lev Tolstoi,
and the second one is Ivan Turgenev, «the most cultural out of cultural». «Turgenev over
the Gospel is like a сock over grain-pearl, Tolstoi is a merchant, who sold all his property just to buy one pearl. He abdicated the culture, abdicated Christ to stay with Christ»
[Merezhkovsky, 1915].
Solving the problem of the ratio of culture and religion, D. Merezhkovsky demonstrates two opposite expressions, such as culturality, which forgets about God, and religiosity, which rejects the culture for the sake of its safety. In Russia in the early twentieth
century such antinomies coexist simultaneously but based on their essences they are
creations of two different time periods: «In the Western Europe religious exemption –
Reformation – was preceded by the political release; while in Russia both these releases
happen at the same time. Russia gives birth to twins – that is the reason why the birth
is so slow and painful» [Merezhkovsky, 1915]. Those two hypostases of Russia as two
poles, two opposite principles, which are opposed to each other, is still valid. The author
outlines two possible ways of development: «One end is enslaving, the victory of brutal
nationalism and militarism [bolshevism – M.R.], which is more terrible than all the other
defeats. Almost everything that is said and done is directed to this side, almost all the
blood that is flowing is like the water onto the mill ... The other end is liberation. People
go to war [civil – M.R.] even unconsciously or semiconsciously for the truth, and the truth
will be «upgrading» of Russia – that is what we all hope for» [Merezhkovsky, 1914]. Unfortunately, the development of political events of the twentieth century proved that the
victory was «militarism» and «brutal nationalism», so hopes for a true renewal of imperial
Russia drowned in the rivers of bloody terror ...
Bringing up the pressing problems of his time, Merezhkovsky tries once again to
solve them from the standpoint of synthesis. For example, he considers the eternal proletarian question: «Should we first quench the bodily hunger, and then the spiritual one?
No, it should be done together. It is impossible to satisfy soul without satisfying body.
There are no two, but one hunger, there is one pleasure» [Merezhkovsky, 1909]. At the
same time, number two for Merezhkovsky is also a symbol of Russian intellectuals’ tragedy between ХІХ-ХХ centuries. «It seems that there is no other such a hopeless situation
worldwide than the one with Russian intellectuals – their position is between two burdens: the yoke of autocratic state and the yoke of dark folk element - that not so much
hates but rather does not understand. However sometimes incomprehension is worse
than any hate. Between those two terrible oppressions Russian society is ground as pure
wheat of Lord, – if Lord allows, it will be ground and there will be flour, the flour for bread,
that will satisfy at last the big and hungry nation. But for a while the destiny of Russian
intellectuals, the fate of the wheat seed is to be crushed and milled – it is the tragic destiny» [Merezhkovsky, 1905].
Such semantics and creational role of “two” in the symbolist journalism of Dmytro
Merezhkovsky is a logical continuation of the traditional symbolic content of number
two. According to common belief among the Slavic people, double or twin subjects could
bring misfortune. There were: «the sinister ideas of the two-soul-men and the eggs with
two yolks, which dickens hatched from» [Zhajvoronok, 2006]. All this was enhanced with
the belief in the dual essence of life, the struggle between God and Satan. Therefore, it is
logical that in social, cultural, religious and political contexts duality was often associat-
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ed with misfortune.
In the view of religious and historiosophical nature of literary and journalistic work,
for Merezhkovsky the number-symbol “three” became the most widespread in the symbolic encoding of life. Both Christianity and all the spiritual culture of the Slavs are permeated with the idea of triplicity. A divine triune of God the Father, God the Son and God
the Holy Spirit, mithopoetic cultural signs such as three paths to choose from, threelight
sun, three horses, three sisters, three heroes, three puzzles, magical number nine and
three-nine often occur in folklore. Number three also became a breakthrough point in the
Bible: three kings who brought three gifts to the newborn Messiah (gold, frankincense
and myrrh), three members of the Holy Family (Mary, Joseph, Jesus), Peter’s three denials, Christ’s three fallings on the Way to Calvary, three crosses on Calvary, inscription
on the cross in three languages (Hebrew, Greek and Latin), the crucifixion of Jesus at
the age of thirty-three and his resurrection on the third day at three o’clock in the morning etc. «Scientists explain the sacralization of this number by observing long biological
evolution of life. «The existence of two (mother and father) almost inevitably leads to the
emergence of the third (son) ... Triad has the ability to resolve conflict created by dualism
... It symbolizes the creation of the spirit out of the matter, active out of passive» [Symbol
dictionary].
Symbol «three» – the concept of the Third Testament
For Merezhkovsky number three is the arithmetical framing of the new religious
doctrine that is a natural continuation of old Christianity, the doctrine which was built
on the base of number two. The author’s version of the Third Testament is hereditary
change of the principle «two in one» into principle «three in one». On this occasion Merezhkovsky writes: «In the representation of Christianity it is not one, but rather one out of
two expressions of the Divine essence: (Christianity) revelation of the second filial hypostasis in the New Testament was preceded by the first revelation, meaning the Father
in the Old Testament. And on the metaphysical limit of the New Testament an extremely
important question appears: whether the disclosure of full divine essence is confined
only to the two Testaments? Shouldn’t it meet the numerical Tripartite, which is opened
to Christianity in three aspects as a phenomenal triplicity of three Testaments? Similarly,
the first hypostasis was opened in the Old Testament, the second was opened in the
New Testament, so won’t the third one be opened in the upcoming Third Testament?»
[Merezhkovsky, 1908].
Consequently, Merezhkovsky’s religious and philosophical system of the Third Testament is devoted most of all to resolve the conflict of duality. For the thinker number
three became the natural consequence of many years of journalistic synthesis of global
antinomies. On this occasion M. Berdyaev notes that «All religious thoughts of Merezhkovsky turn in the grip of a single scheme, aesthetically attractive opposition of polarities, thesis and antithesis, a mystical exciting waiting for a synthesis, revelation of the
third secret and mystery of polarity combination» [Berdyaev, 1916]. Thus, there is the
author’s main ideological principle of unity of «two shallowed principles of world culture
[religion and public – M.R.] shifting from the shared positivistic shoals into common religious deepness» [Merezhkovsky, 1905].
Therefore, access to the triplicity is the cornerstone method of the founder of the
«new religious consciousness». «Merezhkovsky is constantly committed to the synthesis that combines thesis and antithesis into triplicity. He makes it possible to understand
that in this contradictory duality the third secret is hidden, which is the exit from two opposite mysteries, from the antithesis. Merezhkovsky lures and tempts everyone with his
secret, slightly shows it, and then covers it again with the mist, duality and vagueness of
phrases ... The mystery of the spirit and the mystery of the flesh, the mystery of the sky
and the mystery of the earth, the mystery of the personality and the mystery of the society, upper and lower abyss – those are the contradictions where the essence of Merez-
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hkovsky’s thinking is displayed ... Cliché is created and by its help almost automatically
the way out is found - from two hopeless secrets into the third secret, out of two mutually
exclusive antitheses into the synthesis of D.M. himself» [Berdyaev, 1916].
So “three” is a symbol of synthesis, upon which the theory of the Third Testament
should be crystallized. According to Berdyaev «new religious revelation may only be
the revelation about a person as a divine hypostasis. The new revelation is only an expression of human creativity. The third Testament is the testament of human creativity»
[Berdyaev, 1916]. The logical continuation of this thesis seems to be a statement of
inductive axiom, for which the principle of «three in one» is the central structural-creational and sense founding core of Merezhkovky’s doctrine. «Most often in the Christian
tradition the trinity principle is associated with the Holy Trinity. While for Merezhkovsky it
applies to the whole model of his future religion ... The author divides the church history
into three periods: time of God the Father, time of God the Son and time of God the Holy
Spirit. «Three Testaments» correlate with each of those periods: the first Testament is
for the religion of God in the world; the second one is for the religion of God in human
– God-man; the third one is for the religion of God in humanity – God-humanity… The
Father is embodied in the Cosmos, The Son in the Logos, The Spirit in the conjunction
of the Logos with the Cosmos, in a single cathedral Universal creature – Incarnation»
[Goncharov, 2009].
The symbolist value of number three might be fully observed in the concept of The
Forthcoming Ham. In the article under the same title, Merezhkovsky states the obvious:
«The world ruler of darkness of this age is a forthcoming to the kingdom citizen, that is
The Forthcoming Ham. This Ham in Russia has three faces. The first face is the truth
above us i.e. the face of autocracy, the dead positivism of formality, the Great Wall of
China or the table of ranks separating the suffering Russian people from Russian intellectuals and Russian Church. The second face is the past i.e. the face of Orthodoxy that
gives to Caesar what is for God - that is the church about which Dostoevsky said as if it
was «paralyzed»… Spiritual slavery is the source of freedom; spiritual philistinism is the
source of generosity. It is the dead positivism of Orthodox formality, which serves to the
positivism of autocracy formality. The third face is the future – (...) – it is the most terrible of the three faces» [Merezhkovsky, 1905]. So the Forthcoming Ham is «three in one»,
three essences together creates the one.
However, according to the laws of Merezhkovsky’s system (built on binary oppositions) Triune principles of spiritual philistinism deeply require the corresponding triune
nature of spiritual generosity: «The three principles of spiritual philistinism are united
against the three principles of spiritual generosity that is: the earth, nation – as a living
flesh, the church – as a living soul and the intellectuals – as the living spirit of Russia.
To make it possible for the three principles of spiritual generosity and freedom to combine against the three principles of spiritual slavery and rudeness the common idea is
required, and this common idea can be given through religious revival together with the
social revival. Neither religion without society nor society without religion can save Russia; only religious society can do this» [Merezhkovsky, 1905]. Expansion of the semantic space of number-symbol three by spreading the idea of trinity from purely religious
sphere to the sphere of morality indicates switching the accents from purely divine to
the human sphere. In fact, it is the effort to synthesize two ways of understanding and
explaining the world: theocentrical and anthropocentrical.
Cross against the pentagram («bolsheviks») – «four» vs. «five»
Numbers four (linked to the symbol of the cross) and five (due to the symbolism
of pentagram) acquire the specific symbolical pattern for Merezhkovsky. Dmytro Merezhkovsky offers an explanation of the symbolism of number four in his article «Cross
and Pentagram»: «Tetragram, number four is the number of the cross, the number of
space. Son of God is crucified on the four-part cross. God gave His only begotten Son
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for the sake of the world. Mystery of plurality is unity; the mystery of the cross is love.
Love on the cross is dying for the world ... The world is multiplicity, the world is a war
and death. But the cross is the unity over multiplicity, resurrection over death, peace over
war. After space there is Logos, after four there is Three in One and One in Three, the only
light shines three times (...)» [Merezhkovsky, 1921]. Recalling the philosophical drama of
Goethe’s Faust, Merezhkovsky extends the symbolism of number four. This is not only
a religious cross, but the cross is the space, which is a symbol for four elements: fire,
earth, air and water. «Tetragram, Pythagorean quarter signifies the transcendental nature
of the world. The world is kept on the cross: four corners of the world, four elements of
nature. (...) God is crucified on the cross of the world. Life of the world is the death of
God» [Merezhkovsky, 1921]. Finally, “four” is a symbol of something simple and axiomatic, the truth in the last instance: «Claim inspiringly: two on two is four, that is such an
exhausting work. That Bolshevism is the death, not only for Russia, but for the whole
cultural humanity… If Bolshevism is a disease only for Russians, but not for the whole
world, therefore by beating the attack of the Soviet hordes and concluding an honorable
peace, Poland might save itself and Europe and become a stronghold against the new
invasion of barbarians. And in case if two plus two is not five, but four, neither Poland nor
Europe will have peace as long as Bolshevism exists. Until it exists – they will not, and
vice versa» [Merezhkovsky, 1920].
Number five is opposed to number four as well as the pentagram is opposed to
the cross. «In Babylonian cuneiform five-pointed star means «God», and in Babylonian
magic pentagram, which depicts five planetary spheres with all of celestial mechanics,
signifies the perfect knowledge, the perfect power, god-like power of man over the world
as Man- deity» [Merezhkovsky, 1921]. All the existence of Europe, according to Merezhkovsky, is determined with this opposition. «The light of the cross is fading in the West
and «the light from the East» moves to it as a bloody-red star. Pentagram is against
cross, Man-deity is against God-man, the Internationale is against the universal church».
So numbers four and five, except for having religious symbolic sense, gain the sense of
something specific, historical and political such as the contrast between humane traditions and feral Bolshevism.
Thus, the journalistic discourse of Merezhkovsky is permeated with symbolism of
numbers, which is crucial not only in terms of author’s transferring the content of the
concepts like Russia, Europe, Christianity, etc., but also in terms of the logic of building
a unique ideological system. The determining principles of religious and philosophical
concepts of Merezhkovsky have become the principles of «two in one» and «three in
one», as symbols of binary oppositions and the synthesis of opposites through the output to the third single entity. Dmitry Merezhkovsky is one of the most consistent representatives of the neochristian course in the first quarter of twentieth century. In the process of understanding the socio-political and cultural-artistic events of his time from the
standpoint of deep faith and heightened civil conscience, the thinker lined up the system
of journalistic works, which are full of church-religious symbols and deep Christian metaphors. These tools have become the main instrument of the author’s communication.
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PSYCHOLOGICAL AND LINGUISTIC
MEANS OF FORMING “A SOVIET
PERSON” IN THE JOURNAL
PERIODICALS OF THE UKRAINIAN
SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLIC
Yurij Kolisnyk1
Abstract
The article deals with the psychological and linguistic methods of establishing a social life and
the impact of the magazines on the public consciousness in the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic.
Press provided concealed manipulation programming of the citizens’ behaviour. The whole society
was imposed with the regulated values, moral imperatives and ideals via indoctrination, pressure and
attack. Mass zombing was considerably played by “the new language” which implemented the basic
notions of the totalitarian ideology.
Transforming of citizens’ consciousness was possible by manipulating with their interests and
desires. In this way the run of social processes was regulated. Russification, denationalization and
destroying of national memory took place. Having no alternative a person was transformed into a
system cog. Thus the aim of the article is to specify the influence of the journal periodicals in 19501980s by psycho-linguistic means on forming the necessary concept of “a Soviet person”.
The following methods were used: concrete historical and sociological press analysis, systematic and comparative analysis as well as generalization of contents and subjects of the magazines,
analysis of political impact factors on magazines transformation as the mean of forming public consciousness, content analysis for stating the level of ideological partiality in the magazines and the
frequency of usage of the ideological words in magazine texts and peculiarity of their combinability.
Content analysis indicators are received by calculation on the sectional observation material. The
basis of the empirical research is four public-political magazines “Ukrayina” (“Ukraine”), “Vitchyzna”
(“Motherland”), “Zhovten’” (“October”), “Radyans’ka Zhinka” (“Soviet Woman”) and two children’s magazines “Barvinok” (“Periwinkle”) and “Malyatko”2 (“Baby”) of the 1950-1980s.
Keywords: Communist society, Marxist-Leninist ideology, totalitarian journalism, manipulative influence, consciousness formation.
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2
In this article the interpretation of “ideological partiality of the magazine periodicals” influenced the formation of the public consciousness (giving preferences to communist values, implantation of ideologemes and outlook orientations).
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Introduction
Researches on the totalitarian press and its meaning in forming citizens’ communist consciousness prove that there was not only political dependence of the soviet mass
media, but also subordination and censoring at all levels of the material preparation. A
considerable role in upbringing of “a new person” was played by the concealed manipulation like pressure, attack, indoctrination etc. – implementation of the basic notions
of the totalitarian ideology into lexis. Expressing the party will and interests of the communist nomenclature by cultivating a slave’s psychology under the slogans of “loyalty to
the people’s interests” or “serving the Motherland” was widely used by the journalists.
The political new language consisted of automatized language phrases, concepts and
clichéd thoughts.
Language as a Mean of Impact
Along with establishing of the soviet periodicals an inseparable process of “...quasicommunication, spreading of “poster” images stereotypes, thematical, lingual, compositional phrases, and impoverishment of the language...” appreared [Potyatynyk, 1991, p.
29]. The press researcher Iryna Herman asserts that at the dawn of the soviet power the
press of the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic rarely used the words “mercy, wisdom,
joy, good, compassion, love and pietism, also a different stylistical colouring was attributed to the words such as God, Bible, faith, church, religion” [Herman]. By linguistic means
totalitarian regime implanted russification, destroyed the national ideals and cultivated
the obedience.
Soviet mass media as a communication means of inoculation of marx-lenin ideology
to the society, besides the hierarchy of unidirectionality of the information transmission
“from top - to bottom”, were also characterized by a deep informational limitation and
dominance of the ideological doctrine. That is why there was little freedom in the totalitarian journalism. The author of this paper researched the level of ideological partiality3
of the magazine periodicals of the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic in 1950–1980s on
the basis of six issues – children’s magazines “Barvinok” (“Periwinkle”) and “Malyatko”
(“Baby”), public-political journals “Vitchyzna” (“Motherland”) and “Zhovten’” (“October”),
as well as magazines “Ukrayina” (“Ukraine”) and “Radyans’ka Zhinka” (“Soviet Woman”).
The term “ideological partiality” means range of ideological surroundings in the concrete
historical period. The content-analysis method was used including formation of optional
range, data calculation, generalization of indications and diagrams building for visualization of the obtained results.
The obtained generalized results are presented on a graph of the ideological partiality level of the magazine periodicals in the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic (picture 1).
These data prove the hypothesis that the magazine press of the first years during
the post-Stalin period under the guidance of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union
had ideological burden for a long time. The indications are so high that even the mean
percent of the ideological mark in the period of “liberalization” (62,0 %) is actually identical to that of the “stagnation” period (62,4 %). Data similarity can be explained on the one
hand by the inertial high level of the ideologically marked press at the beginning of the
post-Stalin epoch (period of the inner party struggle for power between Molotov, Malenkov, Kaganovich and Khrushchev), but on the other hand – by lessening of ideological
filling of the periodicals at the end of 70s under the conditions of economic decrease
and citizens’ welfare worsening [Kolisnyk, 2006, p. 228].

3
The magazine “Baby” was organized later than the initial chronological limit of the research,
therefore its part in the content-analysis is taken into consideration since 1960 (the time of foundation).
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Picture 1. The mean of ideological partiality of the magazine periodicals in the
Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic in 1953 – 1980s (in percent)

“Liberalization” (1953–1968)
“Stagnation” (1969–1985)
“Perestroika” (1986–1990)
It is considered that Nikita Khrushchev’s reform movement and Petro Shelest’s activity were the reasons of the sudden lessening of the party propaganda in press during
1962 – 1966. The latter was the first secretary of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of Ukraine (CPU), who deepened the initiated liberalization. His Ukraine
supporting policy promoted the press humanization, printing increase and the spectrum
of the discussed problems. The following numbers brightly illustrate the quantity of the
Ukrainian editions: at the beginning of 1962 there were 105 magazines and magazine
type editions in the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, their general pressrun was 2 509
000 issues [Moskovichi, 1998, p. 470].
The popularization of the labour achievements, narration on the corn harvests, etc.
on the pages of the magazines was gradually replaced by the researches on the cossacs
times, activity of the Ukrainian science and culture representatives and the problems of
the native language preservation. Under the Kremlin pressure Shelest’s plans on ukrainization were destroyed, still his political activity played a considerable role in the democratization of the cultural and spiritual life in Ukraine including the magazine periodicals.
Soviet journalism as Communist Party interests expresser quickly reacted to the
changes of the party’s policy and made priorities according to them. The press did not
write about the troops invasion of the Warsaw agreement countries to Prague; however the 1968 Prague events were connected with the cease of liberalization not only in
Czechoslovakia, but in all post-soviet space. It is proved by a number of party resolutions
of that period: “On the increasing role of the district newspapers in the communist upbringing of the labour people” (1968), “On elucidation of the problems of social contest
in the press of the Lithuanian Soviet Socialist Republic”(1973), “On the literature and art
activity” (1973), “On the improvement of the journalist staff training and after graduate
training” (1975) etc.
After the destruction of the communist building and worsening of the foreign policy
situation the literature representatives were obliged to strictly follow the party line, to
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reorient on the building of “the developed socialism”, to popularize the party role and to
glorify the communist leaders. For strengthening the soviet system which had already
made a political crevice they headed on Russification, destruction of the national identity and “merging of nations”. It was done by the new manager of the Central Committee
(CC) of the CPU, Vladimir Shcherbitskiy with his political team consisting of: secretary
of the CC of the CPU on ideological issues Valentin Malanchuk and head of the State
Security Committee of the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic and party nomenclature
Vitalij Fedorchuk, who implemented it into life. Such political changes considerably influenced the level of the ideological partiality of the soviet press, namely magazine editions
which is proved by the proposed graph in the first picture. The peak of the ideological
dominance according to the analysis falls during 1973 – 1977.
Censorship control and political persecution deeply marked the public consciousness. Assistance in russification, as well as disparaging of Ukrainian culture and history did not help Shcherbytskiy to gain a position in the Kremlin. To raise his authority
in Ukraine, he decreased assimilation pressure at the end of the 1970s. It also had its
impact on the level of ideological partiality of the magazine mass media, which is illustrated in the graph.
Multiple incompletion of economic tasks of the five-year plans, failure of the Food
Programme, country devastation via arms race, and collapse of the world oil prices made
Mikhail Gorbachev’s government undertake political reforms. The causes of the country’s falling down into the economic abyss were linked with the party nomenclature’s
breaking with “Lenin’s norms” that led to “deformation of the socialism”. Gorbachev saw
the way out of the situation in perestroika i.e. “democratization of all life sides of the
Soviet society” [Materials, 1986, p. 139]. The means of the aim achievement became the
policy of publicity. It not only stopped persecution of the dissidents, but also caused decreasing of party state pressure, and removal of censorship restriction. Since 1987 the
imprisoning “for word” stopped.
In 1990 at the February plenary meeting of the CC of the Communist Party of the
Soviet Union (CPSU) Article number 6 on the leading role of the party from the Constitution of the Soviet Union was taken away. The processes became irreversible. Pluralism,
publicity, democratization as well as total crisis of the political system influenced the
quick cut down of the ideological partiality in the soviet mass media, including magazines. The results of the content analysis prove (see picture 1) that the mean level of the
magazines partiality in “the perestroika” period is 25,3 % with a descending tendency.
Calculations are done according to the formulae for calculating standard and
boundary errors with unrepeated stratified (according to the names and historic periods)
selection:

µ=

W (1 − W ) 
n
1 −  , (1.1)
n
 N

∆ = tµ = t

W (1 − W ) 
n
1 −  , (1.2)
n
 N

where μ and Δ – correspondingly – are standard (mean) and boundary errors of
representation; t – is a coefficient of credit (according to the meanings in the table of
the integral function, made by Laplas, F(t) credential probability 95,0 % corresponds to
t=1,96); W – is a selectional esteem of the ideological partiality level in the magazine periodicals (the mean of the ideologically partial area); (1–W) – the mean of the impartial
area; W (1 − W ) – is the mean of the group (editions according to the names within the
period limits, periods) dispersions; n – is the range of the factual (empirical) selectional
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totality; N – range of the general totality.
Thus, in general totality in 95 % cases the level of the ideological partiality in the
magazine periodicals according to the conducted selected examination comprises the
limits: the period of “liberalization” – from 56,25 to 67,75 %; the period of “stagnation” –
from 57,48 to 67,32 %; the period of “perestroika” – from 19,75 to 30,85 %; in total – from
50,35 to 56,65 %.
Diagrams of dividing the part of the ideological partiality in the magazines “Barvinok”, “Malyatko”, “Vitchyzna”, “Zhovten’”, “Ukrayina” and “Radyanska Zhinka” and their
constituents for the three socio-historical periods are built (picture 2).
Picture 2. Ideological constituents of the magazine press of the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic in 1950 – 1980s (in percent)

1. Glorification of the socialist achievements

9. Criticism of the capitalism / imperialism

2. Propaganda of the social realism

10. Great state (Russian supporting) constituent

3. Popularization of the labour battle and labour achievements
4. Propaganda of the internationalism
5. Ideological upbringing of children and youth
6. Explanation of the party policy of VCP(b)–CPSU
7. Criticism of the bourgeois past
8. Popularization of the works by Lenin / Marx, Engels

11. Reflection of the party members activity
12. Antireligious propaganda
13. Party-soviet holidays and memorial events
14. Struggle with nationalism
15. Party sessions, planned sessions and conferences
16. Ideologically impartial information

As it can be seen from the diagrams the main activity of the magazine editions in
the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic of the researched period was glorification of the
socialist achievements. In the conditions of “liberalization” it was 10,3 % of the total area,
“stagnation” – 12,7 %, “perestroika” – 3,5 %. Elucidation of the Soviet achievements was
often converted into similar rubrics – popularization of battle and labour achievements
(narrations on war and labour veterans) – in the period of “liberalization” – 7,7 %, “stagnation” – 10,8 %, “perestroika” – 3,8 %. When it comes to the propaganda of social realism,
its quantity in the period of “liberalization” ranges over 10 % of the area. The basis of
those themes is made up by literature and art articles, connected with the struggle for
establishing socialist society.
The Soviet press played a great role in the upbringing of the young generation in the
spirit of Marx-Lenin and loyalty to the party. Ideological upbringing of the children and the
youth on the pages of the magazine periodicals comprised correspondently 5,5%, 6,8 %
and 4,0 % in different time intervals. On the background of the relatively low ideological
partiality of editions in the epoch of “perestroika” (25,3 %) four percent is a considerable
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indication. Under the conditions of the deep social and political crisis party relied just on
the youth, which is clearly seen in further research results [Kolisnyk, 2010, p. 60].
An important element of the magazine mass media ideological entourage is great
state (Russia supporting) constituent – Moscow centrism. Constant advances to Russia,
endless appeals to Moscow, as well as references to Russian scientists, writers and
composers are characteristic of the press of the Soviet Socialist Republic in various periods – correspondently 2,4 %, 1,9 % and 1,1 %. Children’s magazines “Barvinok” and “Malyatko” constantly mentioned the Kremlin, the Red square, Moscow (sometimes more
often than Khreshchatyk and Kyiv), overused translations from Russian etc. Editions for
adults did the same, especially if there was a necessity to assert something or make
reference to the authority. Magazine mass media did not distract their attention from
internationalism which was a unity prerequisite of the Soviet Union. Propaganda of it
did not stop for long. The period of “liberalization” contains 6,8 %, “stagnation” – 8,3 %,
“perestroika” – 4,5 % of the magazine area. Themes of the internationalism were often
close to similar fields, namely cultural enrichment and international cooperation which
is surely positive. Still there was a number of misuses in this sphere like transition of
internationalism in an aggressive struggle with capitalism, opposition of “the dark” past
to the bright future etc.
Analyzing a wide spectrum of the Soviet propaganda in the magazine mass media
the author also pays attention to other constituents of the communist ideology like elucidation of VCP(b)–CPSU policy, propaganda of achievements by Lenin / Marx and Engels,
description of the party representatives’ activity, celebration of the party-Soviet holidays
and memorable events, holding party planned sessions and conferences, criticism of the
bourgeois past, criticism of capitalism / imperialism, antireligious propaganda, struggle
with “nationalism” etc. They all take an important place in the magazine press.
Periodical editions were the hostages of the totalitarian system for a long time.
Implanting one and the same set of axioms, notions, ideas, esteems and blocks of judgments and dominating ideology not only denied alternative views, but also was a powerful manipulating means. The methods of the constant set phrases were an efficient
mechanism in forming public consciousness.
Soviet political system strengthened and reflected itself due to the branched system of means, which was crystallized during the years, improved and with small changes
continued to act, to influence the masses, to organize them and to form their consciousness. Among the most important constituents of this system was upbringing of the so
called “new person, a builder of the communism, faithful to Lenin and Communist Party’s
work”. For routing out the given task, the mass media were widely used aiming at different layers of the citizens. Soviet ideological institutions tried to make a person ideologically partial, and to completely deepen him or her in the political myths creation. Even
without sharing the propagated ideologemes completely, a person “got their infection” to
some extent, becoming “a soviet person” (homo sovetiсus).
Upbringing of the growing generation, labour people, scientists, intelligence, workers and peasants was done under the conditions of one-dimension, one-pole, the only
ideology and monoculture. It was like programming of beliefs, ideological statements,
masses’ moral aims, their spiritual needs and even psychological states. To conceal the
total all-state manipulation of the consciousness, the aimed zombing of public was covered by the humanistic term “upbringing of the masses”.
A lot of factors show the essence of the Soviet moral. Firstly, various ideological
working out was really aimed at spiritual and psychological impact. Secondly, to reach
the success of manipulation they created a false reality, such as: “development of productive forces”, “building of the spread socialism”, “building of communism”, “industrialization”, “collectivization”, “rebuilding”, “cultural revolution”, “perestroika” etc. Thirdly, for
reaching their goals they used a powerful number of ideological means, namely mass
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media. Manipulation and mastering of the mass consciousness were an inseparable
part of the authority’s techniques, and the method of the spiritual influence on people via
programming their bahaviour. Under the slogans of “all for the sake of a human...”, “from
everybody according to his/her abilities to everybody for his/her labour”, “Party’s plans
are people’s plans”, “The Party and the people are united” they realized the planned “social” and “communist” building as well as provided an unnoticeable, “volunteering”and
seemingly humane subordination to the human’s will. Communist Party of the Soviet
Union implanted political strategy via selection of methods and actions which was a
guarantee to reach the necessary aims. Psychological influence methods were efficient
means of solving strategic tasks.
Manipulating by interests, needs, wishes and intentions mass media transformed
the public consciousness. The implanted ideology neutralized life experience, and eliminated ability to critical analysis. Raising the citizens’ moral and ethical behaviour norms
served an efficient strategy of the state management and powerful means of transforming an individual into “a cog” of the political system. Being informationally captivated a
person unwillingly did the programmed actions. In such a way they regulated social and
economic, political and ideological, as well as cultural and spiritual processes. Thus,
Russification and denationalization were conducted and the national memory was being
destroyed meanwhile. People being in non-alternative mass communicative space had
too little possibilities for the realized choices. The total informational influence was perceived as objective and the only correct one. Public consciousness was formed on the
basis of the political and ideological standards.
Methods of the Mass Influence in the Soviet Press
According to the concept made by Russian researcher Vladislav Deryugin the system of the psychological impact comprises methods such as: attack, pressure, programming, and manipulation [Denisov, 1998, p. 78].
Psychological attack in journalism is an active verbal influence on the citizens to get
their expected reaction.
Psychological pressure in mass media is a stable verbal influence on the human
psychic to make him/her do some actions.
Psychological manipulation is a directed influence on the individuals’ psychic to
choose their behaviour among several alternatives.
Psychological programming is a systematic influence on the human psychic to create an algorithm for his/her intellect and forming behavioural stereotypes.
As for the psychological methods they were widely used in the Soviet journalism.
Their practicing coded the mass consciousness and gave an opportunity to reach a political result. The totalitarian press used these methods either separately or as combined
with other manipulation means.
Magazine periodicals of the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic used the majority of the manipulating actions, thoroughly described by American researchers, namely
psychologist Paul Cugler [Boiko, 2010, p. 165–195]. Among them one can mention the
following: “giving labels” to anti-Soviet social phenomena, dissidents and foreign organizations to discredit them, “reference to the authority ”, “play in populace”, “transfer”
– popularization of one’s authority / prestige to the one that should be supported (language clichés: “young Leninists”, “young Korchaginists”, “Lenin’s Komsomol”, “children
of the October” and others), “method of raising value”, “glittering generalizations”, “imposure of perception model”, “method of evidence”, usage of trap-questions for establishing communist ideas, practicing the trap of “permanence of principles”, usage of the trap
“majority’s opinion”, tendentious arguments selection, “method of isolation” (clipping an
utterance out of the context), avoiding position support, speculating ignorance and conclusion imposture.
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Totalitarian practice of the Soviet mass media is also proved by the methods of political manipulation affecting the mechanisms of psychic regulation. Magazine periodicals
of the mentioned years used them very often. Among them one can name the following:
appeal to feelings and emotions, “method of a direct attack on an interlocutor”, “method
of guarantees”, “method of social mindset” (involving in mission activity), “method of
“the smoke veil” (imitation of regularity), “method of new values / ideals popularization”,
appeal to “higher interests”, proofless statements and “panning”. Magazine press of the
Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic actively used means of political manipulation directed
to perception peculiarities such as: “action of erroneous causality”, “action of false generalization / exaggeration” and “action of jumping over an event”.
There were also the means of demagogy in the totalitarian mass media. The magazine press used them rather often. Another factor of the psychological action was the
method connected with the memorizing peculiarity – the last word effect. The majority
of articles in the newspaper and magazine press of the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic were finished with the phrases the manipulators used to impose the necessary idea.
Besides psychological means of manipulation, magazine periodicals of the
Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic also made practice of the procedure impact methods. The most typical of them were the following: keeping silence – presenting truthful
but incomplete information, selection – presenting optional material, distortion (unilateral, tendentious elucidation), deformation (change of proportions), tumbling (change of
the evaluation categories “+” into “–”), programming of perception and future reaction,
method of uniting authoritative and non-authoritative (uncertain) information within one’s
utterance and limited access to information. The state informational space guidance
also played a considerable role in manipulating public consciousness. Soviet censorship
did not only use print prohibition or works retrieval. Informational current went through
different phases of control, namely self-censorship, check by media-organization, and
out-of-editorial office factors like law limitations influencing the material selection.
All those methods are thoroughly described by the author of this article in his thesis
and completed with numerous examples of the manipulation influence of the magazine
press on the mass consciousness in the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic [Kolisnyk,
2012, p. 163].
The results of the analysis prove that manipulation in the Soviet journalism was
widely used for realization of the CPSU main policy and its leaders’ plans. A number of
emphasized manipulating means were used with that aim. In ideocratic, theocratic and
democratic societies there are also many fields of public life, where outer mass subordination is to be replaced by inner, spiritual and invisible consent. It is widely promoted by
school, press, electronic mass media etc.
Having prohibited religion and dissension Communist party maximally used its own
ideology to widely form and control public opinion. For the journalism the task was easier because people in the process of “thinking economy” tend to follow the ready clichés,
concepts and views, narrowing their consciousness for perception of information. Thus,
a word gains a special weight in the ideological providence (upbringing).
An influential means of population ideologization was constant spreading of the
basic concepts – fundamental maxims of the Marxism-Leninism. The scientist from
Ivan Franko National University Olga Fedyk correctly asserts that communist ideology
was supported by “the specially designed “vocabulary”, artificially compiled in ideological studies, which was characterized by the fact it did not call the things the way it saw
them. For example: people’s welfare, a new person’s beauty, a communism builder’s moral
codex, radiant future, happy today, successful completion of the five year plan, working
people’s achievements in building communism, working people’s achievements, victorious
march of the communism, social goods, happy childhood, working people elated with success, inspired by the party, radiant heights of the communism, people’s enthusiasm, party
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loyalty etc. These and other names served to Bolshevik Moscow empire to reflect and
nam absolute degradation of the society and a person [Fedyk, 2000, p. 78].
These views are also shared by the Russian linguists Pyotr Denisov and Konstantin
Zuyev. Denisov says that the totalitarian language is characterized not only by forcing
tone but also by a high frequency, iteration, imposture and implanting axioms of “the
new thinking” [Denisov, 1998, p. 76]. Thereby thoughts, language and life itself were filled
with stereotypes. Looking deeper into the problem Zuyev summarizes: “Spreading of
the communist ideology dogmas in the society happened at the level of subconsciousness... Constant iteration and hyperbolization of the new revolutionary symbols (...) first
of all encouraged their automatization and as a result mass application” [Zuyev, 2005, p.
51–52].
These methods were widely used in the magazine periodicals of the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic. Let’s illustrate it by the means of content analysis. Based on the
issues of the magazines “Barvinok”, “Malyatko”, “Vitchyzna”, “Zhovten’”, “Ukrayina” and
“Radyanska Zhinka” (652 issues in total), selected proportionally by random during the
periods, by means of the representative option (the procedure is thoroughly described in
the author’s thesis) the number of the totalitarian language key ideologemes is counted.
To do this task the computer programme “Readiris” is used, which helps to convert the
previously made graphical photocopies of the magazine press into the recognized text.
Recognition error is ≤ 5 %. The obtained text layer was saved in a pdf-format to have
the possibility of word search. On the basis of all the data added for every year ideological lexems frequency usage during three various periods (“liberalization”, “stagnation”,
“perestroika”) was defined. The obtained results are presented in the form of a diagram
(picture 3).
Picture 3. Usage frequency of ideological lexemes in the magazine press of the
Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic (counting per 1 mln words)
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As it can be seen the most used ideological lexemes are the following: Communist Party/CPSU, Soviet Union/USSR, Country of Advice, Soviet (epoch, people, engineers,
writers, composers, inventors etc.), Volodymyr Lenin /Ulianov and Great October Socialist
Revolution. The highest level of the utterance stereotypeness is represented in the mag-
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azine press in the period of “liberalization” and “stagnation” (1953–1985s). “Up to that
time they have already created a system of norms and principles, which lay in the basis
of the language and speech organization – the whole language life of the Soviet society”
[Romanenko, 2002, p. 119]. Under the totalitarian conditions people were obliged not
only to write, but also to speak and think according to the ideological clichés. Because
of some deviation from canons the journalists were persecuted on various levels. Establishment and the support of the political new language were powerful means of forming
public consciousness. In constant propaganda of the ideological concepts, phrases and
words one could avoid concealed influential means. As the French psychologist Serge
Moscowichi asserts repetition is an important mean of propaganda since “it gives additional arguments to the statements and transforms them into obtrusive ideas. By listening to them again in different variations and on different occasions a person absorbs
them. They are repeated unnoticeably like currents of language and thoughts. Such repetitions build a strong barrier against alternative statements and proofs ” [Moskovichi,
1998, p. 189–190].
Via constant spreading of the political ideologemes (words and syntactical constructions) magazine periodicals drew readers’ attention to the key moments. Articles
were written in such a way to be perceived emotionally. A long repetition of the political
postulates contributed to the implementation of the ideas into action: “by means of repetition a thought was separated from the authors and converted into reality, irrespective to
the time, place or personality” [Moskovichi, 1998, p. 191]. By means of calls, statements
and repetitions communist ideology filled consciousness and transformed itself into a
belief. The author supports the statement by Olga Fedyk that “the essence of lingual hypnosis lies primarily in inadequate reflection of the realities, and also in multiple repetition
of one and the same phrases and utterances, which makes a thinking process stereotypical and unifying” [Fedyk, 2000, p. 78].
Party-Soviet mass media actively brought ideological lexis into life. To determine its
specification a contextual analysis of the text was used, the lexical word-combinations
of the magazine periodicals in the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic became its basis.
It will be widely described in the next articles.
Soviet “new language” as a mean of communist ideology transfer had a vertical direction “party – press – people” that is why it was considerably cultic. Totalitarian press
widely used new language aimed at social management and citizens’ ideological upbringing. Building of “the new society” really meant “atrophying of the society organism,
destruction of the master’s traditions set over the ages and cultural approach of many
nations ” [Fedyk, 2000, p. 80].
For manipulative influence the press used means of “semantics and rhetorics ” [Kara-Murza] and actualized “a new language” in order “to provide outlook and mental activity not only by sign means (...), but also to make other thought directions impossible”
[Vovk, 2003, p. 42]. Magazine articles were often supported by the slogans, idioms and
ideological clichés etc.
Ukrainian researcher Olga Fedyk correctly admits: “Inadequate nominations made
psychological barriers between people and formed false image on the society and a person itself. Communist new language, as it was called by the English writer G. Orwell, coded not only the truth on the reality but also our past. History of Ukraine was completely
atrophied and removed of the national consciousness that put away our nation from the
spiritual sources, deprived it of its national idea and caused some gaps between generations. As a result an image of Ukraine lost its national and creative face, a nameless part
of the great Russia appeared on its basis in the consciousness of many Ukrainians and
non-Ukrainians ” [Fedyk, 2000, p. 80–81].
As a manipulating mean journalism used also constant glorification of the party
and its leaders. Professor of the Yagelon University Lucian Suhanek writes that in Bre-
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zhnev’s epoch a leader’s cult was especially actualized, thereby it had “non-leader but
administrative and bureaucratic character. Simultaneously it was the period of the nomenclature communism; it was at that time when the silence during “the thaw” nomenclature received full power. (...) The world ideological expansion increased contributing
to “Soviet mania” and a threat of Stalinism revival appeared” [Suchanek, 2001, p. 495]. As
a result, ideological means for zombing citizens’ consciousness expanded.
Conclusion
It is evident that no society can do without mass communication and its manipulative influences. Having made a deep analysis of the USSR magazines of 1950-1980s
the great impact of the press on forming a Soviet citizen was proved . The Party-Soviet
journalism widely used psychological and linguistic methods for establishing “caserne
socialism” and spiritual slavering of people. Printed word became an efficient instrument
for ruling the people in the Soviet Union.
The great thinker Plato admitted that manipulation is characteristic for the human
essence and it is its inseparable constituent. The main problem lies in whether it is directed to the human benefit or against human essence? For protecting consciousness
from pathogenic influence modern researchers advise to widely use dialogue technique
in learning informational propositions – public discussion of important issues, which
contributes to the revealing of the manipulative aspects. People’s ability to conceptually think and realize events and phenomena is necessary for recognizing manipulation
mechanisms and avoidance of their negative consequences. Analysis of the magazine
mass media in Ukraine of the 1950 – 1980s leads us to such conclusions.
Inevitable time flow and course of historic events gradually eliminate erroneous
ideas, giving preference to the true virtue (though it is not easy). It cannot be realized
otherwise than by means of “the struggle of all ideas – whether truthful or fraudulent,
absurd or clever. Only out of this mixture an ordinary mind with a given human ability to
differentiate good and evil learns to choose one idea and remove others” [Robespier,
1906, p. 7–8]. Journalism of the past assures that understanding obtrusiveness but not
the providence of the objective realities and society development tendencies is false.
That is why modern mass media should create a wide informational space instead of
imposing some viewpoint.
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“SOMETHING IS IMMENSELY
ROTTEN IN THE MEDIA REPUBLIC”.
THE INFORMATION DIMENSION OF
THE REFUGEE CRISIS IN EUROPE
Iurii Melnyk1
Abstract
The article analyzes the reaction of German media to the assaults on women in Cologne and
other German and European cities on New Year’s Eve 2015/2016. Nationwide TV channels and newspapers, with rare exceptions, did not report about the events till January 4 or even 5, causing outrage
in social networks. This is serious evidence of deep problems in German and Western journalism.
Due to the abundance of information resources, the mainstream media hold no monopoly on news
delivery anymore. If they continue to compromise themselves, there is a danger of reorientation of
the Western audience towards alternative sources of information: extremist Internet resources and
foreign media, first of all the Russian ones.
Key words: media concealment, silence strategy, German journalism, Cologne attacks, migrant crisis,
Russian influence, right-wing rising, anti-fascist discourse, tolerance.

During the 2015/2016 New Year’s Eve celebrations, a wave of collective sexual assaults against women (including robberies and few cases of rape) was reported across
Germany and Europe, mainly in Cologne. Similar incidents were reported in Hamburg,
Frankfurt, Dortmund, Düsseldorf, Stuttgart, Zürich, Wien, Helsinki and other European
cities. This is a phenomenon known in the Arab World as ‘taharrush gamea’ in Arabic,
translated as “group sexual harassment in crowds”.
Synchronicity and coordination of immigrants’ actions in different cities of Germany and Europe leaves no doubt that it was a planned and deliberately organized action.
There were reports in the press about unrealized plans of similar attacks. As “International Business Times” wrote, “Police in Finland also revealed they had learned of plans
by migrants to sexually assault women in Helsinki” [1]. The scandal effect was reinforced
by the fact that the police for several days hid the true scale of what had happened. The
mayor of Cologne Henriette Recker advised the German women to change their behavior
in public places, to “walk in groups” and “to keep a certain distance that is longer than
an arm’s length”, which caused a storm of criticism and jokes. Not only did police and
politicians react to the Cologne assaults in such an inadequate way, but also the German
media did not report immediately about them, adopting the silence strategy.
The objective of the article is to elucidate the causes and consequences of silencing of the Cologne events in the German media (trying to put the incident into a wider
context). To get a complete picture of the situation. The content of both local and nation1
Associate professor of the department of Foreign Press and Information, the Ivan Franko
National University of Lviv (Ukraine).
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wide German newspapers, magazines and TV channels were taken into consideration.
A number of qualitative research methods were applied in this article, such as induction,
deduction, description, observation, reconstruction, content analysis, narrative analysis,
comparative analysis and generalization.
The Reaction of the German media
On January 1 the events were actively discussed in social networks, particularly
in the facebook-group “Nettwerk Köln”. On the same day the local newspapers “Kölner Stadt-Anzeiger” [2], “Kölnische Rundschau” [3] and “Express” [4] reported about the
events in Cologne. Those newspapers cited the testimonies of victims, from which a
reader could get only a rough idea of the scale of the events. There was nothing about
ethnicity of the criminals in the reports, with an exception that the first of these Cologne
newspapers hinted at “an anti-foreigner tendency” and “xenophobic comments” in discussions within the facebook group Nettwerk Köln. The same information was disseminated by the nationwide “Focus” [5].
Already on January 2 “Kölner Stadt-Anzeiger” reported that there were dozens of
both victims and criminals (“Victims and witnesses spoke to the police about men of
North African appearance”) and that, according to the police, “they have nothing to do
with refugees” [6]. Information about the events continued to be spread, the reports by
“Kölner Stadt-Anzeiger” and “Express” were republished by “Short News” [7], “NRW.jetzt”
[8], “Kopp Online” [9] and some marginal xenophobic sites. Some blog posts by eyewitnesses made their appearance [10]. While in social networks and in local newspapers
people were expressing their outrage and explaining the circumstances of the event, the
nationwide media chose the silence strategy, to which they adhered until the avalanche
of outrage on the Internet deprived this strategy of sense. As a result of pressure from
social media, on January 4-5 the leading German media were forced to inform the public
about New Year’s events in Cologne and in other German and European cities. In the
first days and weeks after the failed attempt to silence those events, the German media
showed their desire to rehabilitate themselves.
The Cologne events significantly reduced the threshold of politically correct self-censorship and journalists were no longer afraid to ask essential questions, such as: “Who
were the perpetrators and where did they come from?” (Simone Müller, ZDF [11]); “Why
did the local police fail so miserably?” (Georg Restle, ARD [12]); “Must we be interested
in the origin of perpetrators?” (Alfred Schier, “Phoenix” [13]); “Who should be protected?
Victim or perpetrator?” (Hannelore Crolly, “Die Welt” [14]).
There was a series of angry protests in the press. The sharp rejection of the situation with immigrants was expressed by bloggers, whose names were hidden behind
nicknames: “At the latest since Merkel’s border opening on 5.9.2015, taboos have been
set up, which lead to the prohibition of thinking and stifle the open discussion about culture in the germ over the Nazi club and other clubs” [15]. But even in respectable media
one could come across a strong discontent with the actual immigration situation. Sebastian Antrak (“The Huffington Post Deutschland”) allowed himself to sharply criticize the
government for its immigration policy and to compare the refugees to “moles”: “They are
moles that are coming. Since the chancellor and the ministers did not want to get their
hands dirty in the undermining of the German nation, they borrowed some forces from
abroad” [16].
In “Der Spiegel” in the afternoon of January 5 the first journalistic commentary of
the situation matured. Jan Fleischhauer raised the problem of media coverage of the
events in Cologne. The point the author started from was the society’s distrust of the
media: “41 percent of Germans have the impression that the critical voices about the
refugee crisis fall short”. That gave him grounds to criticize the German media (partic-
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ularly television ARD und ZDF) which were aimed at smoothing and depreciating the
negative sides of immigration. Jan Fleischhauer rightly observed that the current media
discourse, repressing very strictly even innocent allusions to the objectification of women, treated the attacks on women in Cologne as an ordinary event. “The ‘Tagesthemen’
devoted a little over a minute to the attacks, but not without a warning voice, that one had
to be careful not to play now into the hands of wrong people”, Jan Fleischhauer noted
[17].
ZDF gave the floor to prof. Christian Pfeiffer who urged not to conceal the true state
of affairs and “to say frankly: there is a problem with the young men who live alone in
Germany without their families” [18]. “Deutsche Welle” gave feminist Alice Schwarzer an
opportunity to speak in connection to the events in Cologne: “It is time that we stop with
wrong tolerance. The Islamists are the fascists of the 21st century, and we have to deal
with them the same way we deal with right-wing extremism” [19]. “Spiegel TV” made a
high-quality, impartial investigation, interviewed victims of the attacks in Cologne and
Hamburg, North Africans who carried out these attacks and the representatives of the
law enforcement authorities [see: 20]. At the same time, the audience had no reason to
suspect the authors of the investigation to extrapolate the responsibility for the crimes
of individuals on all immigrants /Muslims/ refugees.
However, an unsuccessful attempt to silence the events did not become the turning
point in ultra-cautious media policy in dealing with interethnic issues. After January 4-5
there were desperate attempts to justify the behavior of the media.
The editors of “Tagesschau” (ARD) hypocritically explained their four days silence
by the absence of corresponding police reports2. Equally ridiculous was the excuse of
another leading channel ZDF, whose editor-in-chief Elmar Theveßen explained the absence (“the transfer”) of news about the events in Cologne in “heute-Nachrichten” on
January 4 (when almost all German media had informed about it already) by the need
“to gain time for additional interviews”. In one of the first reports about the events in
Cologne on ZDF presenter Norbert Lehmann said that five days later “a picture of what
happened gets clearer”[22], hinting that the previous silence derived from the need to
understand the situation.
Manipulation in the German media which were designed to conceal from the public the very fact of the Cologne events (and some of their aspects later) including the
migrant nature of the violence, gave rise to the characteristics of the German media as
‘Lügenpresse’ (‘liepress’), the validity of which is confirmed in a thorough research by
Matthew Karnitschnig in “Politico” [23] and in a less ambitious study published in “Breitbart” [24].
In response, there were attempts to rehabilitate the German media, to explain their
silence, to hush up the questions and complaints of the community with arguments
about the search for “a balance between security and freedom” and the threat of the
strengthening of the right-wing forces. They rejected with disdain the label ‘Lügenpresse’, but instead of giving counterarguments against it, they denounced the use of a Nazi
term by the accusers (see e.g. “Deutsche Welle” [25]).
Derek Scally (“Irish Times”) believes that concealment as such did not take place,
citing examples of reports in local newspapers [26], as if the Cologne attacks were the
events of local significance and the news in the Cologne local newspapers annihilated
the claims against ZDF, ARD and other leading German media. Although, in reality the
availability of the information in the local press from January 1, 2016 only aggravates the
responsibility of mainstream media, because the news was on the surface but it was not
2
Stefan Winterbauer ridiculed this excuse of “Tagesschau”: “After all, the WDR is located in Cologne, the largest broadcaster of the ARD and the second largest broadcasting corporation in Europe
after the BBC”[21].
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picked up and raised to the nationwide level. “If something as monstrous happens as in
Cologne, in the middle of Germany and it takes four days to report on it nationwide, then
something is immensely rotten in the media republic. This cannot be explained away”,
Stefan Winterbauer rightly observed [27].
As for the belated Cologne assault coverage, despite rare anti-immigrant invectives
and few honest attempts to understand the situation, most of the texts intended to suppress, subdue and condemn the angry questions instead of answering them.
It is significant, that “Der Spiegel” did not leave any possibility to comment the Cologne events under the majority of publications on this issue (in contrast to many other
articles on Spiegel online), denying readers a voice: “Unfortunately, we have so many inappropriate, insulting or unjustified comments to the topic ...” [28]. Moreover, the German
government, Facebook, Google and Twitter were engaged in controlling and censoring
users who criticized the influx of refugees in the country, which Reuters called “a new
step in the fight against rising online racism following the refugee crisis” [29]. However,
the fight against the uncontrolled Internet element, as it has been already clarified [30],
leads rather to the opposite result.
The covering of the Cologne incidents and its consequences without naming the
problem was a popular decision for many German media. “Süddeutsche Zeitung” reported on a flash mob, organized by activists to protest against violence towards women in
connection with the events in Cologne, but did not mention the circumstances and the
actors of that violence [31]. In the article which was 3900 characters long there was not
a single word about the perpetrators of the crime.
The famous German RTL presenter Nazan Eckes, who lobbies for the interests of
immigrants and talks about their integration in a positive manner [32], after Cologne
events made a call for the rights of women. “Generations of women have fought hard for
this and we should not move an inch away”, the journalist is quoted by the media, including “Die Welt” [33]. Again, there was not a word about immigrants.
Feminists’ stubborn concealment of the events in Cologne is a representative phenomenon, which was condemned by, among others, German journalist of Romanian origin Birgit Kelle in Focus. She referred to the radical feminists (magazines “Missy Magazine”, “Emma”) as “Guarantors of acute indignation reflexes”, who are disposed to launch
nationwide campaigns against sexism or chauvinism if a man allows himself a compliment or a bad joke. Birgit Kelle also protested against the policy of double standards
and made it clear that she was not going to give up her principles: “If the perpetrators
had been German hooligans for example, we would all have known their first names, the
Tagesschau would have reported and Justice Minister Maas would have convoked a
round table”; “The accusation of sexism, usually quickly at hand, deviates from the call
for understanding of other cultures, I do not want to have any understanding and will not
bring it up” [34].
Those feminists who decided not to remain silent and to speak out, did so in a very
distinctive way. Muslim blogger and activist of Turkish origin Kübra Gümüşay in her Twitter immediately raised “against sexualized violence and racism” [35], leaving no chance
to link the brutality against women and the ethnic origin of those who committed it.
In her “Der Spiegel” column Margarete Stokowski condemned not criminals who
had carried out the attacks on women, but the “racists”, “becoming wild – if not always
being wild”, who also dared to accuse feminists of derogation of the Cologne crimes.
The victims of the Cologne attacks were “good enough reason for them as worried citizens to become noble knights and protectors of women”. The author resented that “the
perpetrators are hardly considered as individuals, but are only a diffuse mass of horny
foreigners who are described with animal vocabulary”. Not that Margarete Stokowski
refused to talk about the violence in Cologne. She wrote about it as a precedent worthy
of condemnation, but agreed to consider it solely from the perspective of masculine
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violence against women, without ethnic characteristics of criminals. For biases against
immigrants she condemned even a balanced article by Heinrich Wefing Under shock in
“Die Zeit”, in which it was stressed, “that we must not condemn the refugees on a general
basis, for acts that they have not committed” [36].
A green politician Claudia Roth also tried to reverse the situation from “immigrants
against local population” to much more comfortable for the modern feminist discourse
“men vs. women”: “It is not that we can now say that it is typical for North Africa, that it
is typical for refugees... This is about male violence...” [37].
In contrast, let’s take into account the interpretation of the Cologne precedent offered by Nina Burleigh, an American journalist, known for her interest in women’s rights
issues. In her publication on the pages of NewsWeek she contemplated on reasons of
such behavior of men in Cologne city center: “It’s not hard to understand what happens
to young men, raised in households where men have total physical and economic control
– and, in fact, the power of life or death over wives, sisters and daughters – when they
step out on the streets of European cities…”. Nina Burleigh is also a feminist and she also
interpreted the situation from a feminist point of view, but unlike Claudia Roth, she had
no political reason to ignore the ethnic component of the Cologne events.
If some German newspapers did not consider it appropriate to follow the tactics of
concealment and of not naming things by their names, they showed a tendency to blame
any other passions around Cologne. The slightest hints about the ethnicity of the violators were perceived as manifestations of intolerance: “But whoever concludes from the
events in Cologne that ‘the migrants’ are a danger, who in fact calls for restriction of the
refugees influx because of the acts of violence, falls into crude racism” (Hannah Beitzer,
“Süddeutsche Zeitung”) [38].
Many German commentators expressed the view that similar infringements of law
were an objective reality of Germany itself, rejecting the immigrant factor: “As if there
were no thefts, no rapes and no murders in Germany without immigrants”, Daniel Bax
wrote (“taz.de” [39]). As “Süddeutsche Zeitung” published, Cologne was already “the city
of thieves” in which “there had been more and more offenses for years” [40].
Some journalists recognized that “the much acclaimed welcome culture is exploited by somebody” and that it was “fundamentally wrong” to obscure the origin of the perpetrators, though they made an emphasis on the threat of right-wing populism, as Anja
Reschke (ARD [41]) or Dirk Schümer (“Die Welt” [42]) did.
When it comes to the malcontents of the German government’s immigration policy,
one of the main methods to fight them is to conduct obvious and veiled parallels with National Socialism3. “Die Zeit” published a major study on xenophobia and violence against
immigrants by those who “adhere to right-wing ideology” [44]. Andreas Rossmann in
“Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung” drew parallels between attacks on women on January
1, 2016 near the Cologne Cathedral and the demonstration of the far-right movement
Pegida a year before on January 5, 2015 at the same place [45]. “Right-wing commentators, being far from precise, took the incidents to use them in a hurry for their purpose, to
foment hatred against refugees”, “Süddeutsche Zeitung” wrote [46]. “Der Spiegel”, writing about the Cologne New Year incidents, mentioned the excesses of anti-immigrant
minded football hooligans who in October 2014 had demonstrated against Salafism and
pelted police with bottles and stones [47].
Journalist Sascha Lobo’s logic of thinking deserves special remarks. Rising in de3
Interestingly, hunted representatives of the extreme right also do not avoid historical parallels with the Second World War. For example, AfD board spokeswoman Frauke Petry in her facebook
compared the events in Cologne with the rape of German women by Red Army soldiers in the spring
of 1945: “Massive abuse in Cologne is the reminiscent of the rightless conditions at the end of the
war” [43].
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fense of immigrants in his article published on January 6 in “Der Spiegel”, he likened
‘the crowd’ which had been involved in the excesses of New Year’s Eve with the ‘counter-crowd’ mobilized online, which had commented these excesses. Moreover, he exposed the ‘counter-crowd’ (Internet commentators) to much more consistent and thorough criticism comparing to the ‘crowd’ (rapists). Sascha Lobo gave his understanding
of civilized being: “To be civilized means to meet nine black-haired men who all turn out
to be assholes and still do not punch in the face the tenth blackhaired”. This is a seemingly humane and Christian statement, but one of the author’s following statements
casts a shadow on it and smacks of a totalitarian peremptoriness: “Whoever in the light
of the Cologne attacks is thinking, whether racist generalizations perhaps are okay, was
already racist before and did not dare to say it”. The desperate defenders of women are
mercilessly exposed by Sascha Lobo: “The sudden interest in women’s rights is feigned
and is nothing but a pre-emptive argument to legitimize one’s racism” [48]. On the example of the Sascha Lobo’s article one can see a typical manipulation, which mechanism
consists in a skillful offender–victim interchange.
Some journalists tried to shift responsibility to the police, as Georg Restle (ARD)
[49], or the authors of Die Nacht, die alles verändert (“Die Welt” [50]) did. Christian Geyer-Hindemith (“Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung”), did not condemn, but explained the police actions [51]. In June 2016 Yassin Musharbash (“Die Zeit”) examined the situation
from the time distance and made a scapegoat of police, criticizing its passivity and lack
of communication [52]. Federal and local authorities were also not against criticizing the
police [53]. Some police officers who participated in the Cologne events, claimed anonymously that the mass abuse of women had been planned [54]. Saying so, they denied
and compromised the mainstream media’s version about spontaneity of the incidents.
It seems that, in the triangle of the authorities, the police and the media, everyone was
trying to shove the responsibility on the others.
German authorities of various levels, as expected, expressed outrage about the Cologne events and condemned the crimes. The issue of bringing offenders “regardless
of their origin and religion” to justice was repeatedly raised (Federal Minister of Family
Affairs Manuela Schwesig). “Perpetrators and their acts are investigated and punished
in our state of law irrespective of religion and origin” (SPD politician Malu Dreyer). The
perpetrators must pay “with all harshness of the law”, “regardless of whether German
citizens, foreigners or asylum seekers are behind the criminal offenses” (Green Party
politician Katrin Göring-Eckardt [55]). “It is clear that this must be done independently of
the origin” (Minister President of North Rhine-Westphalia Hannelore Kraft [56]). The irony
is that this rhetoric implies equality before the law and in practice, but politicians, police
and media used double standards, forgiving immigrants what they would not forgive
Germans.
Another popular refrain in the German media was to ensure that the responsibility
could not be extended to all refugees / immigrants / Muslims. Stefan Kuzmany (“Der
Spiegel”) recognized that after the Cologne events there was a “seething anger” in social
networks and warned the Internet community of “rash conclusions” and “generalized
condemnation of refugees”. In any case, he said, criminals, even if they were immigrants,
they were “a small fraction of ones” [57].
Asad Noori is a good example of a refugee who condemned the Cologne events in
“Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung” [58]. In an ARD story intelligent refugees from war-torn
Syria, Abad Al-Masri and his brother Imed “did not correspond to the clichés about criminal refugees”. On the contrary, they were moderate and civilized men who differed from
the brutal German right-wing radicals “insulting police officers and journalists” [59]. All
this to prevent any negative generalization at its source.
In passing, it should be noted that German TV had been long making efforts to
promote a positive image of refugees. Long before the Cologne events it began to cultivate a positive legend, a ‘success story’ of someone from a poor, dangerous country
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who enriched German society. One of the examples of such success story was a model,
designer and writer Zohre Esmaeli. In 1999 she and her family fled Taliban’s Afghanistan,
traveled 10,000 kilometers and settled in Germany. On the talk show “Hart aber fair”
she criticized Germany’s services (which, in her view, did not treat newcomers well) and
showed herself as a living example of the benefits Germany had from immigrants [60].
A very interesting phenomenon is that successful people from Muslim countries
often take uncompromising stance regarding new waves of immigration and the accompanying problems. In Germany, immigrants from Muslim countries are perhaps the only
category of journalists entitled to defend relatively painlessly (without risk of being accused of Nazism) the interests of indigenous Germans. They exercise their exclusive
right quite often4.
A German professor of Syrian origin Dr. Bassam Tibi on “The Huffington Post
Deutschland” brought up the concept of the “tyranny of welcome culture” (Die Tyrannei
der Willkommenskultur)5. Bassam Tibi, reflecting on the peculiarities of German democracy, noted “ the lack of debating culture in [Merkel’s] Germany”, “particularly during the
refugee crisis”. In Bassam Tibi’s opinion, “in Germany under a large-scale coalition of the
Merkel’s CDU, the SPD, the Greens and the Left flanked by the media, the ‘welcome culture’ becomes a tyranny suppressing any ‘dissenters’ with clubs”. Moreover, the author
made it clear that he meant no figurative tyranny, but the tyranny in its literal sense, which
is not different from other tyrannies of modern times: “Despite my ability to differentiate,
I find it difficult to distinguish between a country like Egypt with its constitutional standard, according to which Islam is the state religion, and Germany with its state mantra
of the welcome culture” [61]. So said, let’s note it again, a Syrian (“I am a Syrian, not a
German”) and a Muslim (“my holy book is the Koran”) Dr. Bassam Tibi.
A politician Ismail Tipi due to his Turkish origin could safely declare “the end of
multi-culti-romanticism”, could also stand up against “Salafists and extremists”, could
stand up against cloaks and hate preachers and Sharia judges, for “our freedom, our civil
rights, our democracy and peace in Europe” [62]. A journalist of Kurdish origin Düzen Tekkal, defending German values, criticized “exaggerated political correctness”, opposed
taboo topics related to immigrants and negative aspects of interethnic relations. “The
New Year’s attacks have shown how important it is to leave the false taboos behind”, she
said [63].
“Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung” translated and published sensational article by
Algerian columnist Kamel Daoud “The Sexual Misery of the Arab World”, in which the
author explained the nature of the Cologne events by “sick relationship with women” and
pathological taboos concerning sexual issues in the Arab world [64]. However, it goes
without saying that one could not expect from a German respectable author a comparable criticism of Muslim orders.
The roots of media concealment
Considering the situation in its entirety, the reassessment of silence strategy in the
German mainstream media did not take place. Although the problems related to refugees became the subject of discussions, the media debate was characterized not only
by tolerance and caution in judgments regarding immigrants who had broken the law, but
also by prejudice, unilateralism and intolerance toward those who dared to establish this
fact. The above-mentioned circumstances suggest that the major national and cultural
taboos are still applicable in the German media space.
4
There is a similar phenomenon: Jews like Noam Chomsky or Norman Finkelstein criticize
Israel as much as they want with no apparent damage to their public reputation.
5
It should be noted that this is another tyranny of the Westerners identified in XXI century
publicism after The Tyranny of Guilt by French philosopher Pascal Bruckner and The Tyranny of Tolerance by American sitting judge Robert H. Dierker Jr.
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The media consumers’ verdict on the matter is that in Germany more than 40%
described the reporting on refugees as “one-sided” [65]. There is another eloquent sociological study: according to John Stuart Mill Institute’s opinion poll, only 57% of Germans
“can freely express their opinion”, while 28% believe that they should be “cautiously”
speaking about their political views [66]. Comparing these figures with similar surveys
done in 1990 and even in 2014, the negative tendency is visible with the naked eye. The
survey results show that an undemocratic atmosphere has been created in the German
media space that makes extremely unfavorable the raising of certain issues and the expression of certain opinions.
Attempts to understand the genesis of these problems will lead, sooner or later, to
the tragedy of World War II, the responsibility for which Germany continues to bear. Hugo
Hamilton back in 2004 wrote about “an unacknowledged loneliness in being German”,
he described the intellectually homeless people, who by exorcising the Nazi crimes lost
compassion for themselves. Hugo Hamilton wrote “Germans, also denied their own heritage and severed an emotional link with their own people”. Germany managed to rebuild
itself physically after the war, but the psychological damage is much stronger: “the Germans are born with their heads turned backwards”, “they have trained themselves to
suppress any potential patriotic links to their own origins” [67].
A German journalist Anne Zielke also connected the behavior of the German media
with politicians’ longstanding complexes: “There is always an underlying assumption
that Germans are racists. So they have to be educated by politicians and by the media.
The worst fear that many journalists may have is that they are getting the applauses
from the right corner. So they are even prone not to publish facts that might help the
extremists” [68].
On the other hand, a prohibition (mostly it is a self-prohibition) for the mainstream
media to provide an adequate assessment of the problems related to immigrants is a
reality not only of Germany, but to a greater or lesser extent, of all Western Europe and
the USA. The concealment of crimes committed by immigrants is a stable trend in the
Swedish media. Although Sweden lacks a historical burden similar to the German one,
in this and in many other affluent countries of the Western world the ideology of political
correctness has acquired dangerous, hypertrophied form, which is often outlined with
the term “autofascism” [69].
Since the 1960s the leftist ‘anti-fascist’ discourse controlled the university environments and the media as well as defined the development of political theory and practice
in the West. The disagrees with this regime were pushed to the margins where they
stayed until principles of information distribution changed qualitatively and quantitatively.
In the XXI century there is no possibility of an information monopoly. An event,
which is silenced by mainstream media, is not any more equivalent to the one which never happened, but rather becomes the subject of stormy debate on social networks and
in the alternative media. “It is embarrassing and detrimental, however, that the so-called
alternative media, such as the infamous Kopp Verlag and the unspeakable conspiratorial
Compact much earlier than the supraregional media recognized the situation and reported on it online”, Stefan Winterbauer wrote [70]. It is “detrimental”, because such fraud
with deliberate concealment of the important information compromises the traditional
media, which without changing the strategy, risk losing public confidence and giving
way to alternative sources of information. The Internet enables society not only to know
what the traditional media try to hide, but also to hear each other and to get organized.
A sixteen-year-old schoolgirl recorded a video in which she criticized asylum policy in
Germany, and millions of viewers have watched it [71].
If a German citizen is not told by ARD and ZDF about the problems he faces every
day on the streets, his/her information hunger will be satisfied by extremist Internet re-
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sources and by foreign media (first of all by the Russian ones). The western citizens’ perspective of reorienting themselves towards alternative sources of information requires
deeper analysis.
Increased popularity of the extreme right
The problem with migrants has played into the hands of the AfD, which is called
“extreme right” by the liberal media. Renate Künast, thinks that it “challenges the premises of our democratic society” [72]. Chief editor of “Die Zeit” Giovanni di Lorenzo sees
this process dialectically and connects the rise of the AfD with cultural hegemony of the
Greens (i.e. the exaltation of political correctness or the belief in the educability of man
up to the suppression of all evil). According to di Lorenzo, the AfD “also poses some
questions that the established ones have to accept and which they have to answer if
they want to return to their old strength” [73]. The German establishment has realized
what kind of threats the policy of non-answering important questions can entail. The
result has brought some change in the rhetoric of Angela Merkel and of German political
leadership.
If we take into account a wider Western context, we can agree with the comments
of James Traub (“Foreign Policy”): “Right-wing parties are rising both in countries that
have behaved well toward refugees and in those that have behaved badly. And every
terrorist attack in Europe gives another fillip to their popularity” [74]. But let’s add that
in both cases the immigrants were a factor that seriously contributed to the Trump’s
victory in the US and to the growing influence of right-wing parties in Europe. Poland and
Hungary deal with the potential threat, while Germany and France face the real one. In
both Eastern and Western Europe the right-wing agitators richly exploited “a useful ‘told
you so’ moment” (Matthew Karnitschnig, “Politico” [75]) and earned political points at the
expense of terror attacks and growing criminality.
The attempt to hush up the crimes uncovers a fundamentally different level of threat
which provokes society to re-evaluate media, political and intellectual elite. Europe finds
itself in a dangerous situation where the respectable mainstream politicians and the
mainstream media refuse to defend the interests of the native peoples, and this function
is taken on by the right-wing radicals.
French blogger Boris Le Lay wrote: “The instructions given by the German government, by the internal ministry and by the municipality tell the German women: »Do not go
out, do not go out to the streets of your own country, your safety is no longer assured.
Why? Because our absolute priority is not your well-being, ladies of Germany, it is not
your security, it is to allow the invaders, presented as refugees, to feel at home in our
home, to give them our land«. This is the Angela Merkel’s great government program”
[76]. This is what British video blogger Millennial Woes pointed out: “The German elite
in politics, in the judiciary, in the media and in the church is gray, sad, sorry, depressed,
lifeless, bureaucratic, passionless and intensely politically correct. But worst of all it is
utterly ambivalent about the destruction of the people who supposedly represents and
should love and protect” [77].
The growth of Russian influence
European and American extreme right movements are usually Russian supporters.
The image of Russia has been significantly improved in recent years, first of all due to a
skillful media policy of the Kremlin. Created in 2005, the “Russia Today” TV channel now
competes with Western media holdings, challenging their monopoly on the truth. The
fact that the RT has become a serious problem is seen from a number of accusing materials against this channel [78] (after all, quite fair) and most notably from the European
Parliament resolution [79], that is against the use of political mechanisms as a media
competitor.
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The RT now gives podium to all kinds of dissatisfied and marginalized opposition
representatives (both adventurers and truth-seekers), fights against censorship in Germany [80] and makes the voices of dissatisfied Cologne citizens heard, which calls into
question “our state of law” [81]. The migrant crisis became the pretext for the Russian
propagandists to make fun of spineless European bureaucrats, to tip in Russia’s favor
the conservative-minded Europeans defrauded by media and politicians, who are unable
to call a spade a spade: “New Year’s Cologne Attacks: Police Tried ‘to Get Rid’ of Complaining Women” (“Sputnik”).
In order to understand how different the Russian range of opinions from the German one is, let’s look at some headlines from Russian media of different political orientations: “The night of the long arms. What can we learn from the lesson of European
‘hospitality’?” (“Argumenty i Fakty”), “A new kind of Arab rape ‘taharrush’ came to Europe” (“RenTV”), “The ‘special path’ raped Germany” (“Svobodnaya pressa”), “Chronicle
of Germany’s death: in order to appease refugees, the Catholic Church refused to baptize
infants” (“Komsomolskaya pravda”), “A selfie on the background of ‘The Decline of the
West’” (“Radio Svoboda”).
The Russian media are devoid of complexes regarding non-European nations, they
do not adhere to political correctness, not only in its exaggerated forms, but also in its
quite healthy and justified manifestations. Rudeness, cynicism and directness in the articulation of European problems inevitably put the Russian media in a winning position
in the eyes of Western man. Not because the Russian sources of information are closer
to the truth (on the contrary, their propaganda is rough, easily verifiable and disprovable), but because having aimed to become an influential player in the global information
space, they report what Western mainstream media silent, exposing them in an unfavorable light.
Conclusions
It is clearly visible that the New Year’s attacks on women in different German and
European cities had been planned in advance. The aim of the organizers is unclear, but
we can already talk about far-reaching consequences of the incident, including the media field.
1. The news coverage of the Cologne events is not an accident but a partial manifestation of the trend that is firmly inculcated in contemporary Western media. Longterm dominance of the left ideological models in politics, in the media and in the universities’ establishment resulted in hypertrophied forms of generally accepted principles of
tolerance. The media prefer not to discuss the obvious problems in the hope that those
problems dissolve themselves.
2. Concealment of ethnic conflicts, the attempts to gloss over them or interpret
them in some other way, attempts to form a tolerant vocabulary which would erase and
replace certain concepts in people’ brains (in the worst Orwell’s traditions), censorship
and silencing of the crimes committed by individual migrants, denying society the right
to blow the steam off – all of these do not solve the problem but intensify it, leading to
accumulation of the associated with immigrants outrage at the bottom of society. It
also spreads the responsibility for the crimes (in the eyes of local inhabitants) on the
law-abiding migrants, innocent people who were forced to came to Europe escaping the
war.
Paradoxically, the activities of radical ‘fighters against intolerance’ who, by shutting
their eyes to the facts, only undermine public confidence in the media and strengthen
prejudices against Islam instead of softening them. The silence strategy causes the opposite effect as desired. Lie and concealment as methods of propaganda have been
unproductive at all times. Today, when many have learnt to conduct propaganda based
on truth, a similar strategy results in collapse of the media which implement it.
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3. The silencing of the Cologne events was organized. This is the evidence of hidden coordination among the mainstream media (at least on fundamental issues). Decisions about what to publish and what not to publish are made by someone outside of the
editorial staff. This must raise a suspicion. Even if the traditional media can be controlled
in countries with solid democracies like Germany, the Internet is uncontrolled and unpredictable, at least for now.
4. A reasonable compromise could seriously affect the public’s confidence in the
traditional media, which has been mechanically followed by society since pre-Internet
times. In the XXI century in the face of unrestricted access to different sources of information, people will not long tolerate the media’s injustice to them (injustice to others is
more tolerable). As a result, the alternative media, alternative political elites and Russian
influence get a good prospect.
5. Given the Internet factor and the information glut, “the public nowadays needs
the media less than vice versa, but many do not seem to realize it yet”, Stefan Winterbauer remarks [82]. In the view of this, those researchers who forecast that the control over
the Internet will be strengthened are right6.
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UKRAINE IN THE GERMAN MEDIA
IN THE CONTEXT OF POLITICAL
TRANSFORMATIONS IN THE
INTERWAR PERIOD (BASED ON THE
MATERIALS OF DAILY “DILO”)
Marian Zhytaryuk 1,Victoria Zhytaryuk2
Abstract
This article presents the analysis of thematic, historical and political spectrums of the “Ukrainian”
content in the German newspapers and magazines of the interwar period.
As a source base for this scientific work the authors analyze the newspaper and magazine
journalism of that time, which allows not only to keep certain historical episodes (konstatives), but
also (in some way) to reflect the views, needs, intentions, challenges, promises as well as German
political and social factors in terms of disillusionment of Ukrainian patriotic forces (performatives).
Nazism and Bolshevism skillfully used propaganda to achieve predatory targets, therefore it
should be a lesson for the future generations, also the importance of conceptional media in Ukraine
and Poland should increase.
Key words: newspaper “Dilo”, German press, propaganda, Hitler, interwar period, Ukraine

Introduction
In the interwar period (20-30s XX century) Ukraine was divided into the spheres of
political influences among four powers – the USSR, Poland, Czechoslovakia and Romania. By logic, this situation did not only involve the Ukrainians, who tried to get the independence but it also had to affect European political establishment, which did not seem
to approve either Nazism or Bolshevism [Zhytariuk, 1997]. The stubborn discrediting and
unnoticing of Ukraine not only on the political but also on the geographical map, opened
the already half-opened door to Bolshevism advance to the West. Although not recognized as a political state by anyone, Ukraine managed to save Europe. It was done by
Ukrainian peasants and intellectuals who organized the resistance to Bolsheviks. They
rejected the new, strange and violent methods of control and management. New ideals,
collectivization, komsomol, communism, atheism and many more outraged the Ukrainians, who resisted to Moscow’s innovations. Innovations that led to the destruction of
1
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human identity in general, and Ukrainian individuality in particular. Moscow ideologists
and security officers brutally punished Ukrainians who were left by Europe at the mercy of the Bolshevik Party: Genocide of 1932-1933, numerous trials of intellectuals and
Ukrainian Party activists, “cannibalization” as well as deportations to Siberia and other
remote areas of Soviet Union. To summarize it in numbers: more than 10 million people
were killed, almost every family was orphaned. That was the real price of protecting Europe from the Bolshevik plague. The European press, though in significant delay, wrote
about famine, terror and prosecution for political believes in Soviet Union, but the European political establishment did not fail to notice all this.
Presentation of problems in the German media
European problems first led to the escalating of political power, and then to the prevail of the Third Reich military. Italian fascism gave the place to German Nazism. Here’s
how those concepts were characterized by the editor of the German monthly “Die Völkerbrücke”, one of the leading political publicist in “Dilo” Mykola Trotsky, who spoke under
the pen-name M. Danko: “The basis of Italian fascism is society, the basis of German
fascism, when applying this term to Hitlerism, is politics. Italian fascism was born by
the state inner need to defend against Bolshevism, the German fascism was born by the
need to change those external terms in which Germany found itself” [Danko, 1933, p. 1].
Later historians will find out that Ukrainian patriots were right and in that they were
fault. On the eve of the Second World War there was no time to consider. Everywhere – in
Poland, Romania, Czechoslovakia and especially in the USSR – Ukrainians, at the best,
felt uncomfortable. The First World War gave independence to many European countries. Conscious Ukrainians knew that nobody gives freedom – it has to be won.
But how would it be possible? Would there be any allies? It was difficult for the
Ukrainians to count on the support of the governments and parliaments of European
countries in the creation of Ukrainian state. Therefore Ukrainian leaders had to seek allies even among those, as time would tell, who were not sincere in their public statements. It is, for example, an indoctrination and overuse of brochure by Alfred Rosenberg
“Ukraine as a host of world policy”, which was published in 1928 or the interview of Karl
Motts (the leader of the eastern department of National and Socialist Party), who on the
pages of Lviv magazine “Chas” assured Ukrainians that “National-socialists want to see
in the East Europe the firm Ukrainian National state” [Chas, 1932].
A sensational statement by Adolf Hitler (published in Lviv daily “Dilo” on 2nd April
1933) was the most divulged. It was perceived, clearly with different reception in Soviet Union as well as by the Ukrainian patriots in Galychyna. The statement, extracts of
which are presented below, was announced at a press conference for foreign journalists:
“The government, which is fighting against violence of victors over the defeated, cannot
look quietly at the enslavement of the Ukrainians and people of Caucasus by Russian
and Jewish communists. So we settled to liquidate our ally’s terms from Rapallo and
Berlin and do our best in order to suppress Communism in its Moscow cell and to help
Ukraine in its liberation movements. Only decay of Bolshevism and the rise of new strong
Ukrainian state can introduce the equilibrium of international forces in Europe and peace
all over the world!” [Dilo, 1933, p.3].
German sympathies for the Ukrainians somewhat paradoxically were published by
the Warsaw correspondent of the magazine “Kurier Poranny” Stanvey Filipson: “Rosenberg (...) asserts that Soviet Russia quickly smashed into several independent states;
especially Large Ukraine will become almost absolutely independent from Poland in not
very long time…” [Kurier Poranny,1933].
Among numerous background press records in the German press about the socalled pacification policy against peasants in Eastern Galychyna in autumn 1930 appeared: “Awakened Ukraine” [Probudzhena Ukraina, 1930], “On dark days of one mi-
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nority” [Z dniv lykholittia odniiei menshosti,1930], “The rampart against Bolshevism”
[Protybilshovytskyi val, 1930], “Ukrainian liberation struggle” [Ukrainska vyzvolna borotba, 1930]. The subject was discussed on pages of “Deutschland”, “Berliner Tageblatt”
and other issues.
Former French Prime Minister E. Erio, well-known in Europe as an ardent adherent
of Soviet Union, argued either on high political stands or on the pages of press that the
famine of 1932-1933 is an invention of communism opponents, mainly Nazis. Having
returned from Soviet Union, he began to publish in Paris diary “Information” series of
articles under the title “Russian researches”. Among his many assaults on Ukraine, E.
Erio also quoted German magazine: “The whole campaign about famine in Ukraine is
from Berlin (...) What’s the aim of this campaign? It is easy to be open when we take up a
magazine “Folk und Reich”, issued by the German government and specially dedicated to
Eastern Europe affairs. In one of its latest issues there is an article about how to create
an Ukrainian state, which will be maintained by Germany and England” [Erio, 1933].
Throwing light upon protests against anti-bolshevism and “Ukrainian community
in Germany”, German newspapers published a “Call for Cultural World”: “During the time
when communist rule is for Moscow an internal matter, for Ukraine it is an occupation
violence. The Ukraine’s struggle is a struggle for the existence of a large nation, but a
nation without rights, which got used to fighting and using the sword from centuries. Its
healthy organism will conquer the Bolshevik contagion and will remain its national separateness” [Zaklyk do kulturnoho svita, 1936].
On January, 23 1937 two German dailies – “Der Angriff” (one of the leading German
nationalist and socialist newspaper) and Berlin’s “Der Völkischer Beobachter” published
an article entitled “The Day of Ukrainian independence” [Den ukrainskoi nezalezhnosti, 1937]. Publicists in “Dilo” as well as the whole Galician emigration and intelligentsia
(Great Ukraine lived different life and, except for the collectivization and Bolshevism, saw
nothing), considered the appearance of this article as a “political event” [“Ukraina musyt
buty vilna”, 1937].
In February, the organ of nationalist and socialist youth’s guide Baldur von Schirach’s “Wille und Macht” published an article by Tyl Alce (on 9 pages) “The tragedy of
Ukraine”, in which among others, there was such a summary: “... because lack of attention Ukraine became a soviet republic” [Tyl, 1937].
Worried about major political matters, one of the most notable Ukrainian publicists,
the last editor of Lviv daily “Dilo” Ivan Kedryn-Rudnytsky (died in 1995 in USA, at the age
of 99) in his conceptual writing “Democracy, communism, nationalism and the Ukrainian
National sense” explained mass admiration among Ukrainians of the ideas of Germany
the Third Reich. He wrote: “...the most negative side of democracy is its weak point. The
weak point shown in the fight with the communism (as a system) and with Bolshevism
(as a form of expression) is the greatest enemy of democracy”, “...In fight with communism as an idea, only nationalism can play the decisive role today, and in the fight
against Soviets as Moscow state – the state with fascist system”, “…When the Ukrainian
democrat must choose between two antidemocratic streams of martial nationalism or
communism of fascist and Moscow – we have to choose martial nationalism” [Kedryn,
1937].
Due to an entirely isolation of Ukraine by other states quite frequently political
figures of different ranks stated that their countries would not have any business with
Ukrainian national minorities (that was a typical view of Hitler’s Germany), which after
1933 became a typical view for the whole Europe: “For our embassy in Warsaw only Poland with the citizens of the Polish state exists, no matter what their nationalities are, and
for our Embassy in Moscow only Soviet-Ukrainian union state in the USSR exists” [Nimtsi
y ukrainska probliema, 1930]. Considering the unprecedented fact that the USSR was
accepted into the League of Nations, and also had chairmanship role in that international
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organization, last hopes for a fair trial of Ukrainian’s aspirations towards the creation of
their own state were lost.
Ukrainian patriotic forces found themselves quite alone with their troubles. Sometimes they (as anti-communists) were morally supported by German Nazis. Ukrainians
in Galychyna had no choice but Ukrainians in the USSR were not even allowed to think in
a “not soviet way”. Political Ukrainian figures and publicists repeatedly claimed that they
did not accept many methods of nationalist and socialist party (“Dilo as a democratic
organ cannot accept the exclusive nature of the German nationalistic movement” [Hitlier,
zhydy y ukraintsi, 1933], “Hitlerism is the psychological extreme necessity of German
people” [Danko, 1933], “...Ukrainians are ready to co-operate with each state, which will
maintain their National program. We can hardly speak about some special sympathy of
Ukrainians to Germany (...) Some evidence of that is the fact that the number of political
emigration in Germany is not as great as in other countries...” [M-n, 1935], “...when we
have the people who admire Italian and German ideas and want to transfer them into
our ground, we must not forget that (...) everywhere, where nationalism of fascist type
is given the space – the national dominant majority displays its exclusivity and intolerability to the national minority, trying to enlarge its national status at the expense of
national minorities” [Kedryn, 1937], “...Not all that is going on in Germany the Third Reich caused Ukrainian admiration...” [I. K., 1938]). Making a compromise with Bolsheviks
(who seemed to have one aim - to eliminate Ukrainian nation from the face of the earth)
– meant the worst choice.
Soviet historiography, like Putinʼs propaganda, turned the historical reality into overall lies. It turned out as if Ukrainian nationalists were enemies for their Motherland. But
the one who is not mistaken is the one who does nothing.
Despite all psychological, ethical and financial difficulties caused by the awareness
of being minority, Ukrainians did not toady to the Nazis and did not make up to Nazi Germany. Thus, in the publication “Ukraine and Europe. Ukrainian problem as an important
political factor in the international politics” it is unequivocally said that “the rapid development of important political events in Europe “had formed” in some Ukrainians erroneous view that Ukraine is not a meaningful factor in the political life of Europe, but only an
object of current political events of great powers. The creation of such false view was
caused in a certain extent by Bolshevik press reports, which suggested that Germany
and Poland planned to colonize Ukraine, and even separate it...” [Ukraina y Evropa, 1935].
How was this problem interpreted in the European press? Irish “Cork Examiner”,
for example, published a huge article “Hitler wants Ukraine. What do the Ukrainians say
about it?”, “Hitler wants to occupy Ukraine. But nobody mentions the word about the
Ukrainians, about the role they are ready to play in the conflict that will catch on them in
the first place...”. “Cork Examiner” corresponds: “Does Germany want to extend its economic influence on Ukraine? Yes, it wants. But “to conquer” Ukraine? Never! The most
plausible is that Hitler wants to conclude a modus vivendi with Ukrainians to set out
together against their greatest enemy. Ukrainians are ready to agree with such a solution
because it can bring them freedom which they wish so much” [Hitlier khoche Ukrainy,
shcho na tse skazhut ukraintsi, 1938]. Unfortunately, the Irish were wrong.
In 1935 an authoritative Prague weekly “Economic review” in the article “Painful
Ukraine” presumed that Germany had an ambiguous plans about Ukraine: “On one hand,
Germany wants to take away so-called Polish Corridor, for which Poland would get a free
hand on Ukraine, on the other hand - it wants to seize economically Ukraine’s rich natural
resources” [Boliucha Ukraina, 1935], [M-N, 1935].
Discussions about Ukrainian and German relations were carried out in 30s of XX
century quite often. One of the most exhaustive discussion is presented in this article.
In 1938 daily “Dilo” published the answer [I. K., 1938] to Polish edition of “Polityka UNDO
w świetle autonomicznej deklaracji Centralnego Komitetu UNDO z dnia 7. maja 1938 r.
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Lwów” [Pełeński, 1938]. Ukrainian publicist (hidden under an alias) was indignant that
the Polish author could not see the difference between the Russians and Germans and
wished Poland to be “strong and fit for fighting both with Moscow and Germans as
Ukraine cannot count on anything good neither from Moscow nor from Germany”, “We
have no grounds to be guided by love to Germany and Germans, but also we have no
grounds to be anti-German”, “Then the matter is (...) about formation of Ukrainian attitude to Germans and Germany the Third Reich in its current legal and state form, we have
to contend with such immutable facts:
1. there were not and there will not be any territorial disputes,
2. there was not, there is not and cannot be any fight for the ethnic character of the
land, where there is not any assimilation efforts,
3. there is not any cultural rivalry,
4. there are not any relationships such as between conqueror and vanquished.
In other words, there are not Ukrainian and German relationships, all these impartial,
geographical, historical and political moments created a permanent conflict between
Poland and Germany”. Moreover, the Ukrainian political commentator cites very interesting and valuable in the context of the raised topic (but it is difficult to say how accurate
it is) information that “German press, abiding under the close state control, devotes to
Ukrainian theme more place than the press of all Western states together” [I. K., 1938].
September 1938 was the beginning of great disappointment. German promises
were empty. The Nazis stopped emphasizing the importance of Ukrainian state. They
had other – more advantageous and more far-seeing-plans. The world would find out
about this in less than a year - when tanks tracks were stained with Ukrainian patriots’
blood, with blood of defenders of Trans-Carpathian Ukraine.
In one of his speeches Adolf Hitler said: “I am sympathizing with the fate of Slovaks,
Poles, Ukrainians and Magyars. But I am the speaker only of the fate of my Germans”
[Promova Hitliera ta Zakarpattia, 1938]. Ukrainians did not like those words. The future
of Trans-Carpathian Ukraine still remained uncertain. Nationalism and socialism as an
ideology was only the display of German imperialism and did not carry new, far-reaching
aspiration for the new national morals and justice between people and nations - such
an assumption seems quite logical. Afterwards German political players forgot their
speeches about Ukrainian independence. They used Czech short-sighted attempts to
convert into centralize system in Slovakia and Carpathian Ukraine and the reaction in the
Slovak Carpathian-Ukrainian community on complete liquidation of Federation. Although
the Slovaks knew German intentions, they did not warn Ukrainians of Transcarpathia.
There were confirmed messages in foreign media, including the “Paris-Soir” [Paris-Soir, 1939] and “Gazeta Polska” [Gazeta Polska, 1939] that German government had
agreed to liquidate Carpathian Ukraine to “enable the existence of common Polish-Hungarian border” [Rozviiani omany, 1939]. Chancellor Hitler considered stopping of German
forces on the borders of the Carpathian Ukraine “not only for Magyars, but first of all for
Poland”. In the Ukrainian part of the speech Hitler dethroned two misconceptions: “The
Vienna arbitration as an act of international justice and people’s self-determination – in
German interpretation...” [Rozviiani omany, 1939]. That only confirmed the old truth that
politics is often a dirty business, and morality in politics is often only a mean of political
struggle. But all this leads to a detailed separation of political romance and sentiment
from political realism. “Political romance is to have claims to Hitler for that he reached
unattainable heights and saw the problem of Carpathian Ukraine from another point of
view (...)” [Rozviiani omany, 1939].
It was difficult to understand those diverse thoughts and the rapid development of
political events on the eve of the Second World War. But at least Ukrainian political forces had the courage to admit their own mistakes.
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Finally
Emotional statements of Hitler were too good to become true. Nazism, like Bolshevism, skillfully used its propaganda and even today it is difficult to say clearly how
sincere were wishes of independence to Ukrainian people issued in German press.
History of 30s in Europe is very similar to Ukrainian contemporary events - the annexation of Crimea by Kremlin invaders, the war in Donbas organized by putinists and
Russian military men, anti-Ukrainian hysteria organized by Moscow propagandists in Europe and all over the world. The aim of all this is to destroy Ukrainian position in the eyes
of the West and to destroy friendly relations between Poland and Ukraine (Poland as a
lawyer of Ukraine).
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